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ARTHUR JORDAN
WITHIN THESE
WALLS, FOUR
COLLEGES EOUIP
THE MIND TO
THINK CLEARLY,
INTELLIGENTLY
AND
MEMORIAL HALL
CHERISHED
MEMORIES WILL
ALWAYS LINK
OUR HEARTS WITH
FRIENDSHIPS OF
OUR COLLEGE
DAYS.
TIME MARCHES ON AND AROUND THIS
DIAL MANY HAPPY COUPLES ARE SEEN
IN THEIR CARE FREE MOMENTS
AN ATHLETIC PLANT PERMITTING THE
DISSIPATION OF EXCESS ENERGY IN
ALL FORMS OF ATHLETICS,
THE BEATEN
PATH ALONG
THE CANAL
REFLECTS THE
BEAUTIES
OF NATURE
ON THE CAMPUS
A TOWER OF
KNOWLEDGE
AS STRONG
AND LASTING
AS THE ROCK
K OF GIBRALTAR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Butler University is what it is today due to
the efforts of its' Board of Directors. fHilton U.
Brown, who has been a member of the board
over fifty years, was again renamed as president
of the group. Serving in the capacity of
secretary-treasurer of the University, John W,
Atherton has assured the school of financial
stability during his term. It is through the work
of "Happy Jock" that the University has
received gifts and contributions making possible
the plans for the Butler of tomorrow.
We, the student body, greatly appreciate
the wonderful work that the Board has done
for us and wish them the best of luck in the
attainment of their ideal of a bigger and
better Butler.
John W. Atherton
Crate D. Bov/en
Arthur V. Brow/n
Lee Burns
Earl Crav 'ford
Edwin Errett
John L. H. Fuller
Rev. George A. Frantz
Glen R. Hillis
J. I. FHolcomb
William G. Irwin
Emsley W. Johnson
HughT. Miller
John F. Mitchell
J. W. Putnam
Peter C. Reilly
Mrs. A. M. Robertson
Rev.W. A. Shulienberger
John A. Titsworth
Ratti R^chrrdson Kershner Ross
FACULTY
Completing his Fourth year as pres-
ident of Butler University, James W.
Putnam has ably directed the activities
of the institution and created for
himself o position of enviable esteem.
Cooperating with the president ore
the deans of the four colleges. Gino
Ratti, dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences; Frederick D. Kersh-
ner, dean of the College of Religion,-
William L. Richardson, dean of the
College of Education and M. O. Ross,
dean of the College of Business
Administration.
Putnan
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LAUREL POLAND
Treasurer
CHLORIS BELL
Vice-President
DOROTHY SRADER
Secretary
BYRON REED
President
To the class of 1939, we extend our
heartiest good wishes and sincerely
wish each member the best of luck
in any venture he may attempt.
MARGARET HERBERT WILLIAM HILTON BROWN CHARLES HELEN L.
AMOS ARNOLD ATHERTON BAILEY BARTON
Rushville, Indiana Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Covington, Kentucky
Physical Educati on Botany Zoology
—
Chemistry Journalism English
Kappa Kappa Garnma Delta Tau Delta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A. Botany Club Blue Key Collegian W. A. A.
Commerce Club Sphinx Y. W. C. A.
Y. W. C. A. Phi Eta Sigma Women's League
Women's League Track
ELIZABETH ANN HOMER H. JOHN BYRON CHLORIS JACK C.
BASHORE BASSETT BEASLEY BELL BLACKSTONE
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
English Economics History—Political Economics Pre-Medical
Kappa Kappa Gannma Sigma Chi Science Delta Delta Delta Sigma Chi
Y. W. C. A. Alpha Phi Omega Phi Delta Theta Scarlet Quill Catalytic Club
Women's League Philosophy Club Blue Key, President Student Council Zoology Club
Commerce Club Utes Panhellenic Council,
President
Phi Kappa Phi
JANE ROSEMARY LOUISE EVELYN WENDELL V. ALLEN WIDDIS
BLAKE BRADELY BRANDT BROWN BRUNSON
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
Sociology English Home Economics Business Mathemtairs—Physi
Kappa Kappa Gamma Delta Gamma, President Kappa Alpha Theta Administration Math Club, President
Sociology Club Presidents' Council Pi Epsilon Phi German Club
Y. W. C. A. Sociology Club Y. W. C. A.
Women's League Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Women's League
SENIORS

ANN
BURGER
Goodland, Ind.
Physical Education
Kappa Alpha Thetc
Scarlet Quill
Student Council
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
ROLLA
BURGHARD
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sphinx
Utes
Track
Alpha Phi Omega
MARY ANNA
BUTZ
Indianapolis
Spanish—English
Delta Delta Delta,
President
Scarlet Quill
Chimes
Spurs
Presidents' Council
ROBERT DENNIS
CAREY
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
VIRGINIA RUTH
CARSON
Indianapolis
Botany
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Kappa Phi
Botany Club
Y. W. C A.
Women's League
ANN
CHAPMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
Pi Epsilon Phi
CATHERINE E.
CLAY
Indianapolis
English
Delta Gamma
Scarlet Quill
Chimes
Spurs
Sigma Tau Delta
MAX
CLIFFORD
Foirmount, Ind.
Business
Administration
Sigma Nu
Commerce Club
Thespis
ERNESTINE LEE
CLINE
Indianapolis
History— Latin
B. I. A,
Classical Club
Kappa Delta Pi
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
GEORGE
COHEE
Indianapolis
Zoology
Phi Delta Theta
JAMES R.
COMSTOCK
Noblesville, Ind.
Chemistry
Sigma Chi, President
Catalytic Club
Sphinx
Phi Eta Sigma
SILVIO
COSTANTINO
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Football
Basketball
JOHN J.
CRAWFORD
Columbus, Ohio
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Blue Key
Sphinx
Utes
Football
MARGARET
CONNER
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Y. W. C A.
Women's League
ROBERT MARK
COX
Detroit, Michigan
Business
Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Sphinx
Utes
RICHARD I.
CRAWFORD
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Nu
Kappa Kappa Psi
Alpha Phi Omega
Utes
Band
THOMAS T.
CONNOLLY
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Newman Club
Blue Key
Sphinx
Utes
DriFt Business Mgr.
1938-1939
DOROTHEA
CRAFT
Indianapolis
English—Dramatic Art
Zeta Tau Alpha
CHARLES R.
CRUSE
Zionsville, Ind.
Business
Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Commerce Club
WILLIAM
CONNOR
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Blue Key
Sphinx
Utes
Football
MARJORY
CRAFT
Indianapolis
Journalism
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Theta Sigma Phi
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
RUSSELL WEBSTER
CURTIS
Indianapolis
History—Political
Science
German Club
ROBERTA
CONREAUX
Anderson, Ind.
Mathematics
Delta Delta Delta
Student Council
Math Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JOHN A.
CRAWFORD
Indianapolis
Chemistry—Zoology
Sigma Nu
Kappa Kappa Psi
Alpha Phi Omega
Band
MARJORIE
DALMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Pi Epsilon Phi
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
Choir
KATHERINE
DAVIS
Indianapolis
Zoology
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
RUTH M.
DICKERSON
Indianapolis
Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
RUTH KATHERINE
DUCKWALL
Indianapolis
French—History
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARIAN BERNICE
DUNKIN
Indianapolis
Education
DOROTHY
DURHAM
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Blue Gills
Panhellenic Council
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
SENIORS
SENIORS
MAGNOLIA L.
ECHOLS
Columbus, Ohio
French
Kappa Delta Pi
Phi Chi Nu
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Women's League
OLIVE SARA
EDWARDS
Indianapolis
Education
ROBERT
EISENBARTH
Indianapolis
Economics
B. I. A.
Deutsche Verein
Commerce Club
ROBERT DALE
FATTIG
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian
Tennis
CAROL
FENNER
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
French Round Table
Classical Club
PATRICIA JANE
FERGUSON
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Delta Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Philokurean
MARTHA A.
FINNEY
Cambridge Springs, Pa.
English
Delta Delta Delta
Scarlet Quill
Chimes
Phi Chi Nu
Sigma Tau Delta
KATHRYN ESTELLE
FISHER
Indianapolis
Elementary
Education
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Kappa Delta Pi
Intercollegiate Club
Y. W. C. A.
JAY CLEVE
FIX
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi, President
Kappa Kappa Psi
Dog House
Thespis
Advertising Club
JEAN LOU
FOLEY
Indianapolis
Zoology—Chemistry
Kappa Alpha Theto
Phi Chi Nu
Blue Gills
Collegian
Phi Kappa Phi
LOWELL RALPH
GANO
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
B. 1. A.
Student Council
Y. M. C. A.
Choir
LILLY IRENE
GEBHARDT
Indianapolis
Spanish
Tennis
Blue Gills
Basketball
Spanish Club
W. A. A.
WILLIAM
GEYER
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta, Pres.
Basketball
Track
ChieF Pow Pow
RICHARD
GOLDBACH
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Commerce Club
DORIS JANE
GOLDSMITH
Indianapolis
Sociology
Sociology Club
ARTHUR M.
GOSMAN
Jasper, Ind.
Pre-Medical
Sigma Nu
Basketball
Newman Club
Chemistry Club
JOSEPH J.
GUEDELHOEFER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Commerce Club
Newman Club
Camera Club.
GEORGE
GWINN
Noblesville, Ind.
Zoology
Sigma Chi
Commerce Club
Zoology Club
Chemistry Club
Advertising Club
MILDRED ESTHER
HAAG
Indianapolis
Pre-Law—History
Zeta Tau Alpha
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
ROSALIND MARIE
HALL
Indianapolis
English
Alpha Kappa Alpha
JAMES MACK
HANNA
Lebanon, Indiana
Journalism
Delta Tau Delta
Blue Key
Sphinx
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian, Editor
WILLIAM L
HART
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta, Pres.
Blue Key
Student Council, Pres.
Relay Manager
Associate Business
Mgr. 1938 Drift
JAMES S.
HAYES
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Football Manager
Commerce Club
Philosophy Club
ELAINE
HELMS
Fortville, Indiana
English
Delta Gamma
Women's League
ELIZABETH
HENDERSON
Chicago, Illinois
French
Kappa Alpha Theta
Scarlet Quill
Y. W. C. A„ President
Chimes
Spurs
MARY E.
HESSELDENZ
Indianapolis
Education
Advertising Club
RUTH D.
HITZELBERGER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Alpha Chi Omega
Collegian
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
GEORGE WILLIAM
HOFFMANN
Indianapolis
Physics
Newman Club, Pres.
Camera Club
HELEN H.
HOLMAN
Kokomo, Indiana
Business
Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Commerce Club
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
ROBERT A.
HOOVER
Indianapolis
Pre-Medical
Phi Delta Theta
Utes
Y. M. C. A.
Commerce Club


FLORENCE CECIL MILDRED J. ANNA BELLE CHESTER B. GERALDINE
HUGHES HUME IRELAN JAGGERS JOHNSON
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Louisville, Kentucky Indianapolis
Economics Religion Economics Economics English—Home Ec.
B. 1. A. Alpha Chi Omega Sigma Nu, President Pi Beta Phi, President
Kappa Beta Panhellenic Council Blue Key Scarlet Quill
W. A. A. Y. W. C. A. Sphinx Spurs
Y. W. C. A. Women's League Utes
Basketball
Kappa Delta Pi
Y. W. C. A.
BERNICE JOANNE PAULINE MARJORIE L. HELEN R.
JONES JOSE JUDD KASER KELLER
Indianapolis Indianapolis Cartersburg, Indiana Indianapolis Indianapolis
English Chemistry—Math. Business Sociology English
Sigma Tau Delta Kappa Kappa Gamma Administration Choir
M. S. S. Spurs Kappa Kappa Gamma Y. W. C. A.
Poetry Club W, A. A. Sociology Club
Philokurean Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
ROBERT L. CLAUDENE PAUL ERNEST VICTORIA WILLIAM
KENT KIMES KLINGE KNOX KREAG
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Kokomo, Indiana
Botany Chemistry History—Political Sociology Physical Education
B. 1. A. Science Alpha Kappa Alpha Phi Delta Theta
Math Club German Club Football
Catalytic Club Kappa Delta Pi Basketball
KARL DAVID JAMES GERALD MARIE CAROL VINCENT
KRYTER KUBAL KUNTZ LANGFITT LANGSTON
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
Psychology Business Business Psychology Business
Phi Eta Sigma Administration Administration Delta Delta Delta Administration
German Club Lambda Chi Alpha B. 1. A. Y. W. C. A. Delta Tau Delta
Football Kappa Delta Pi Women's League Utes
Baseball Alfred Marshall W. A. A. Spanish Club
Philosophy City Commerce Club
Women's League
Commerce Club
RANDALL MARTHA V. RUTH PAULINE GRACE HARRIETT JULIANA
LAWSON LEWIS LUCKEY McDowell MclNTOSH
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Lafayette, Indiana Indianapolis
Physical Education English Speech—English Education German—Math.
Football Alpha Kappa Alpha Kappa Alpha Theta Kappa Kappa Gamma Pi Beta Phi
Track Tau Kappa Alpha Thespis W. A. A., President
Debate Y. W. C A. Collegian
Kappa Delta Pi Women's League
MARY LORETTA ALMA G. MARTHANA VIRGINIA LEE THELMA 1.
McLANE McNEELEY McWHIR MARCUS MARTIN
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
English Music—History English—French Physical Education English
Phi Kappa Phi B. 1. A. Delta Delta Delta B. 1. A.
Phi Chi Nu Y. W. C. A. • Phi Chi Nu Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Delta Pi Choir Kappa Delta Pi
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Spurs
W. A. A.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SARAH L.
MERIWETHER
Indianapolis
Economics
Delta Sigma Theta
JEAN HOFFMEYER
MILLER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Alpha Chi Omega
Collegian
Camera Club
FRED CARL
MINDACH
Indianapolis
Botany—Zoology
B. I. A.
Zoology Club
Botany Club
WILLIAM K.
MITCHELL
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Blue Key
Collegian, Editor
Track
JAMES P.
MULLANE
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Tau Delta, Pres.
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian
Commerce Club
BONNIE BESS
MYERS
Indianapolis
English
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Phi Kappa Phi
German Club
GALE
NAVE
Fountaintown, Indiana
Zoology
JACK LEON
NAYLOR
Burlington, Indiana
Physical Education
Basketball
Baseball
LOIS JEAN
NICOLAI
Indianapolis
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
WALTER
NOFFKE
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Blue Key
Phi Eta Sigma
Thespis
Math Club
Philosophy Club
CLYDE CYRUS
NORMAN
Sheridan, Indiana
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
MARY LOU
OVER
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Thespis
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
FANCHON
PARSONS
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Theta Sigma Phi
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
GEORGE
PERRY
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Basketball
Football
WILLIAM M.
PERT
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club, Pres.
LAUREL E.
POLAND
Brownsburg, Indiana
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Utes
Basketball
Baseball
MILDRED LUCILLE
POLAND
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Beta
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
BETTY MAE
PRINZLER
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Gamma
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
HARRIETT P.
RANDALL
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A.
Commerce Club
Zoology Club
JEAN
RAU
Indianapolis
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
PHILIP
REDWINE
Indianapolis
Economics—Math.
Phi Eta Sigma
Commerce Club
Math Club
ALFRED BYRON
REED
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Senior President
Relays Manager
Blue Key
Sphinx
ROBERT B.
REEVES
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Student Council
Commerce Club
JEANNE
RETTIG
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi, President
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Presidents' Council
RICHARD LINTON
RISER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Alpha Phi Omega
Advertising Club
Philosophy Club
Commerce Club
RICHARD GUY
ROBBINS
Indianapolis
Economics
Band
ESTELLE FRANCES
ROBERTS
Indianapolis
Home Economics
WILLIAM A.
ROBINSON
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Intramural Mgr., '38
Commerce Club
LAWRENCE M.
ROSS
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Football
Baseball
Math Club
CAROLYN
ROTH
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Sociology Club
Philosophy Club


WILLIAM L.
ROUDEBUSH
Indianapolis
History
Sigma Chi
Utes
Sphinx
BETTY
SCHISSEL
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
A I fred Ma rsha 1 1 Soci ety
Vice-Pres. Junior Class
Spurs
W. A. A.
CATHRYN
SMITH
Philadelphia, Pa.
Journalism
Kappa Alpha Theta
Theta Sigma Phi, Pres.
Kappa Tau Alpha
Scarlet Quill
ANN
STORK
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Delta Gamma
Spurs
Catalytic Club
Zoology Club
Y. W. C. A.
BERNARD F.
RUDE
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Commerce Club
BETTY ANN
SCHROEDER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Student Council
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
ROBERT
SPRINGER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Utes
Sphinx
Swimming
BETTY ELEANOR
SULLIVAN
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Blue Gills
HORACE L.
RUSSEL
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Delta Pi
MARIE THERESE
SCHUBERT
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Alpha Omicron Pi
Panhellenic Council
Chimes
Phi Kappa Phi
Pi Epsilon Phi
ALBERT BERNARD
SPORER
Canton, III.
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Utes
Football
Track, Captain
DAYTON
SWICKARD
Indianapolis
Botany
Spanish Club
Botany Club
MARY HANNAH
SAILORS
Kokomo, Indiana
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Scarlet Quill
Panhellenic Council
Kappa Delta Pi
Women's League
ELIZABETH
SHETTERLY
Tampa, Florida
Dietetics
Pi Epsilon Phi, Pres.
DOROTHY
SRADER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Panhellenic Council
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Senior Class Secretary
RICHARD DAVID
THOMPSON
Indianapolis
journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Utes
Sphinx
Drift Editor 1938
MILDRED
SCALES
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta,
President
Scarlet Quill
Presidents' Council
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
PAUL
SHIELDS
Kokomo, Indiana
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Eta Sigma
Spanish Club, Pres.
LOIS RUTH
STEVENS
Indianapolis
Economics—English
Delta Gamma
AlfredMa rsha 1 1 Soci ety
BERNARD FRANCIS
TOPMILLER
Indianapolis
Chemistry—Zoology
Basketball
Track
Newman Club
Y. M. C. A.
MADELINE
TRENT
Indianapolis
English
Koppo Alpha Theta
Women's League
Thespis
EUGENE
WARD
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Drift Photographer1939
Alpha Phi Omega
Commerce Club
Camera Club
MARY JANE
TRUITT
Indianapolis
English
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Spanish Club
Alliance Francaise
BERNARD A.
WEBER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Commerce Club
CAROLYN ANN
VARIN
Indianapolis
History—English
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
President
Spurs
Chimes
Scarlet Quill
Assit. Editor 1938 Drift
WILLIAM CHARLES
WEBER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Commerce Club
lONE CATHERINE
VOSS
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Alpha Omicron Pi,
President
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Panhellenic Council
Presidents' Council
MARY ELLEN
WHEELER
Monticello, III.
Economics
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Commerce Club
Women's League
BETTY
WANGELIN
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Spurs
Chimes
Blue Gills
Relays Queen 1938
CHARLES
WHITE
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Catalytic Club
German Club
SENIORS
SENIORS
ROBERT SIDNEY
WHITE
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Doghouse
Sociology Club
Advertising Club
Alpha Phi Omega
ROBERT
WHITESELL
Costleton, Ind.
Physics-Mathematics
Kappa Kappa Psi, Pres.
Kappa Delta Pi
Math Club
Bond, Student Director
JOHN RICHARD
WILSON
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Baseball
JEANE WINTZ
Indianapolis
Sociology
Pi Beta Phi
Scarlet Quill, President
Panhellenic Council
Sociology Club, Pres.
Y. W. C. A.
KENNETH RAU
WOOLLING
Indianapolis
Zoology—Chemistry
Phi Delta Theto
Blue Key
Utes
Phi Eta Sigma
Deutsche Verein
BETTY LOU
WRIGHT
Fortville, Indiana
Business
Administration
Alpha Chi Omega
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Commerce Club
ELDON J.
WRIGHT
Mays, Indiana
Business
Administration
Phi Eta Sigma
Utes
Phi Kappa Phi
JES CHRIS
ZILSON
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Catalytic Club
Zoology Club
German Club
Y. M. C. A.
HELEN
ZIVIEN
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Phi Epsilon Phi
JOHN L.
BYRNE
Indianapolis
Mathematics
CARMEN PHYLLIS
JONES
Indianapolis
Music Education
Alpha Chi Omega
Mu Phi Epsilon
Phi Sigma Mu
MARY FRANCES
NEWHOUSE
Indianapolis
Music Education
Kappa Delta Pi
Phi Sigma Mu
DONAVAN W.
OLDRIDGE
Attica, Indiana
Chemistry
ROBERT F.
RESINER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Nu
Collegian
Commerce Club
Zoology Club
Advertising Club
BETTY
SACHS
Indianapolis
Sociology
Sociology Club
EVE MAE
STEWART
Indianapolis
Education
MARTHA F.
VAN TALGE
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Basketball
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
FRANK
WELTON
Indianapolis
History
—
Physical Education
Football
GRADUATE
STUDENTS
HERBERT H.
CALLAHAN
Rushville, Indiana
Religion
ROBERT LEE
PENNINGTON
Richmond, Indiana
Medicine

HAROLD HOWENSTINE ROBERT CONNOR
Treasurer President
HARRIET GERDTS LUCILE CRAIGLE
Vice-President Secretary
JUNIORS
We, the class of 1940, cheerfully shoulder the burden willed to
us by the graduating class. It is our hope that we will be
able to live up to the high standards they have attained.
PORTWOOD L. JAMES PHILLIP BETTY ANGELO MARY ELLEN NANCY
ABBETT
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Advertising Club
Commerce Club
Football
ALBERTSON
Fairmount, Ind.
Mathematics
Sigma Nu
Math Club
Basketball Mgr.
ALVIS
Indianapolis
Education
Alpha Omicron Pi
W. A. A.
Women's League
ANGELOPOLOUS AUGHINBAUGH BAKER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Collegian, Mgr. Ed.
Student Council
Sigma Delta Chi
Indianapolis
Sociology
Pi Beta Phi
Noblesvilie, Ind.
Dietetics
Delta Delta Delta
Chimes
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JEAN JEANETTE MAURICE J. ESCO DAVID DOROTHY MAE
BANISTER BARNETT BARRY BARTLOW BEHR BELL
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Lafayette, Ind.
Sociology Latin Pre-Medics Pre-Law Business Chemistry
—
Kappa Kappa Kappa Alpha Theta Sigma Nu B. 1. A. Administration Zoology
Gamma Chimes Lambda Chi Alpha Kappa Kappa
Sociology Club Student Council Cross Country Gamma
Commerce Club Spurs Track Catalytic Club
Y. W. C. A. Y.W.C.A. Cabinet W. A. A.
Women's League
JUNIORS
JAMES E. BETTIS
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Commerce Club
PAUL L. BILLHYMER
Indianapolis
Pre-Low
B. I. A., President
Utes
Student Council
REX BLACKER
Remington, Ind.
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Basketball
Baseball
PERRY BLANCHARD
St. Joseph, Missouri
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
BETTE GALE BOAZ
Indianapolis
Journalism
W. A. A.
Collegian
JOSEPH JOHN BOLANOWSKI
Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Business Administration
Newman Club
Football
Baseball
RICHARD E. BIBLE
Richmond, Ind.
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Basketball
RAY BJORKLUND
Crown Point, Ind.
Zoology—Pre-Medics
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Eta Sigma
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
ZoDlogy Club
VIRGINIA ANNE BLACKLEY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Panhellenic Council
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JANE BLANKSCHEIN
La Porte, Ind.
Education
Pi Beta Phi
PATSY BOGGS
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
French Club
Sociology Club
MARION BLOUNT BOWMAN
Tampa, Florida
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Spurs
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Thespis
Spanish Club
BETTIE MARIE
BREECH
Indianapolis
Pre-Medic
Delta Delta Delta
Thespis
Catalytic Club
Philosophy Club
Zoology Club
BETH A.
BROOKS
CrawFordsville, Ind.
Business
Administration
Delta Delta Delta
Women's League
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
DORIS
BROWN
Indianapolis
Botany
Pi Beta Phi
Student Council
Ponhellenic Counci
W. A. A.
Women's League
CHARLES J.
BRUNO
Irdianapolis
Business
Administration
Utes
LAVERNE BURNS
Indianapolis
Physical
Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
FRANK HELEN ROSE JAMES R. JAMES ANNA RUTH
CARBON CENTER CHISLER CLACK COLLIER
Holley, New York Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
Business Home Economics Speech Botany Journalism
Administration Alpha Chi Omega B. 1. A. Lambda Chi Alpha Theta Sigma Phi
Delta Tau Delta Y, W. C. A. Choir Collegian
Utes Women's League
Baseball W. A. A.
Philosophy Club
JUNIORS
NORMA VIRGINIA CONDER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Kappa Alpha Theta
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
VIRGINIA COTTOM
Indianapolis
Education
B. I. A.
Kappa Beta
Y. W. C. A.
LUCILLE CRAIGLE
Indianapolis
Economics—English
Delta Delta Delta
Junior Class, Secretary
Camera Club
Women's League
Philosophy Club
DOROTHY ANNE DAVENPORT
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Gamma
Newman Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARY ADELAIDE DENTON
New Castle, Indiana
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Asst. Business Manager Drift—1939
Chimes
Spurs
Commerce Club
MARIE DREES
Indianapolis
Mathematics
B.I. A.
Kappa Delta Pi
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Beta
Math Club
ROBERT A. CONNOR
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Junior Class, President
Sphinx
Utes
Football, Captain Elect
IRENE MARY COWDRILL
Indianapolis
Latin
B. I. A.
Newman Club
Kappa Delta Pi
W. A. A.
Classical Club
DAVID CRAYCRAFT
Noblesville, Ind.
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Sphinx
Utes
Alpha Phi Omega
Advertising Club
HENRY LOWELL DAVIS
St. Paul, Minnesota
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sphinx
Utes
Sigma Delta Chi
GEORGE S. DIENER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Editor Drift—1939
Sphinx
Kappa Kappa Psi
Camera Club, president
JOHN DROLLINGER
Veedersburg, Ind.
Religion
B. I. A.
JACK R.
ELDER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
WILBUR
ELLIOT
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha Lambda Chi Alpha
MARGUERITE
ELLIS
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Chimes
Sigma Tau Delta
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
JANET
ERNST
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
SAYDE I.
EWING
Indianapolis
Education
Alpha Kappa
Alpha
GALEN
FARMER
Lawrence, Ind.
Education
B.I. A.
THOMAS M.
FARRELL
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
B. I. A.
Commerce Club
Newman Club
MARY JANET MARTHA ANN ELOISE
FEHR
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Delta Delta Delta
Y, W. C. A.
Women's League
Commerce Club
Camera Club
FISHER
Indianapolis
English
Alpha Kappa
Alpha
FOREMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Thespis
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
WILLIAM F.
LEWIS
Cloquet, Minnesota
Zoology
Newman Club
Zoology
Deutsche
Verein
BETTY JANE
GRAUEL
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JUNIORS
HARRIET GERDTS
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Junior Class, Vice-President
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Commerce Club
JOHN DAVID GIFFORD
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
DOROTHY VIRGINIA GIMBEL
Indianapolis
History
Pi Beta Phi
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
HERBERT GORDEN
St. Joseph, Missouri
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
CHARLOTTE RUTH GRIFFIN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Spanish Club
Commerce Club
VIOLA RUTH HALL
Indianapolis
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Women's League
Y. W. C A.
EARLE GIBSON
Valley Mills, Ind.
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Basketball
Baseball
Commerce Club
ARTHUR VERNON GILLIOM
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian
Camera Club
WANDA JEAN GOODWIN
Indianapolis
Education
B. I. A.
Y. W. C. A.
LOWELL GREEN
Montpelier, Ind.
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Alpha Phi Omega
Spanish Club
Y. M. C. A.
Commerce Club
ALBERT WM. HABERMEYER
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Cctalytic Club
RUTHMARIE HAMILL
Indianapolis
English—French
B. I. A.
Le Cercle Francois
RODNEY
HANKINS
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Delta Tou Delta
Commerce Club
Catalytic Club
BETTY
HARGER
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Thespis
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
LILA JANE
HARMS
Indianapolis
Latin—Home
Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Y, W. C. A.
Cabinet
J. FRED
HARRIS
Noblesville, Ind.
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Sphinx
Doghouse
Thespis
Women's League Panhellenic Council Newman Club
Classical Club
ELNORA
HARTMAN
Indianapolis
Journalism
Zeta Tau Alpha,
President Collegian
Phi Chi Nu Thespis
Theta Sigma Phi Spanish Club
Collegian
Panhellenic Council
JAMES
HAWKINS
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
MARY E. SALLY PEQUETTI MORRIS H. CHARLES E. PAUL M.
HAYS HEILMAN HELTON HENDRICKS HERIN HERRMANN
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Brownstown, Ind.
Business English Speech Speech Business Business
Administration Kappa Alpha Theta Delta Gamma Lambda Chi Alpha, Administration Administration
Alpha Chi Omega Phi Chi Nu Thespis President Lambda Chi Alpha Phi Delta Theta
Blue Gills Debate Basketball
Spurs Thespis Baseball
Phi Chi Nu Utes Utes
Commerce Club
JUNIORS
ROBERT THOMAS HESSELDENZ
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Alpha Phi Omega
Advertising Club
CHARLES ALFRED HOSTETTER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Swimming
CHARLES WILBUR HULETT
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Tau Kappa Alpha
Utes
Debate
Commerce Club
SALLY HUNT
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
DOROTHY JEANNETTE JONES
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARGARET LORRAINE KELLY
Indianapolis
History
Kappa Beta
Phi Chi Nu
Band
ROSEMARY HIGHSMITH
Flat Rock, Illinois
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
HAROLD HOWENSTINE
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Sigma Delta Chi
Utes
Collegian
MARY HULL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Delta Delta
Chimes
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
Commerce Club
THOMAS JENKINS
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Commerce Club
Football Manager
MARY LOUISE KANNE
Lafayette, Ind.
Education
Pi Beta Phi
CAROLYN KENDALL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A,
Women's League
Choir
JOHN
KENNY
Indianapolis
Pre-Medical
JO RITA
KERNEL
Indianapolis
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Newman Club
MARY ANN
KIBLER
Indianapolis
Zoology—Botany
Pi Beta Phi
Newman Club
W. A. A.
Bluegills
Women's League
JANET
KIMBLE
Indianapolis
Sociology
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
HARRY EUGENE
KLIPPEL
Indianapolis
Economics
Lambda Chi Alpha
GEORGE
KNOBEL
South Bend, Ind.
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Basketball
Commerce Club
RICHARD STEWART BETTY VICTOR HERBER1" ROBERT L. ROBERT
KRAUSS KRAUSS KUSS LANAHAN LAUTH LAWSON
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
Economics Economics Primary Education Business Business Speech
B. 1. A. Sigma Nu Kappa Kappa Administration Administration Delta Tau Delta
Phi Eta Sigma Gamma Sigma Nu Phi Delta Theta Tau Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Alpha Utes Commerce Club Sphinx
Student Intra-murcl Sphinx Newman Club Debate
Manager Football
Baseball
JUNIORS
PERRY LEFTWICH
Indianapolis
Speech
Sigma Chi
Advertising Club
Commerce Club
EDWARD B. LILJEBLAD
Indianapolis
Botany—Zoology
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Phi Omega, President
Cheerleader, Captain
Band
ALBERT McCLURE
Somerset, Kentucky
Economics
B. I. A.
Alpha Phi Omega
Camera Club
Commerce Club
Y. M. C A.
FREDERICK McCOY
Greensburg, Ind.
Religion
B. I. A.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
Ministerial Association
HELEN McMAHAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Pi Beta Phi
Spanish Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
CHARLES MARSHALL
Montezuma, Ind.
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Cross Country
Track
BETTY LEIKHIM
Indianapolis
English
Newman Club
Y. W. C. A.
ANN C. LOGAN
Anderson, Ind.
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Collegian
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Women's League
MARTHA LOUISE McCONNELL
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Commerce Club
Women's League
ROBERT E. McKINZIE
Sheridan, Ind.
Economics
Lambda Chi Alpha
CARR MARSHALL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
RICHARD MARTIN
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
MARTHA A.
MASON
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Kappa Beta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
KATHRYN L.
MAYER
Indianapolis
Zoology
—
Chemistry
Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
FAYE IRENE RAY EDWIN
MENDENHALL MILLER
Camby, Indiana
Dietetics
Zeta Tau Alpha
Y. W. C. A.
Indianapolis
Pre-Medical
B. I. A.
Catalytic Club
BETTY JANE
MOCK
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Delta Delta Delta
Math Club
Catalytic Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
SOUIRE JOSEPH
MOONEY
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Utes
BOYNTON F.
MOORE
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Advertising Club
Commerce Club
JANET E.
MORGAN
Indianapolis
Dietetics
B. I. A.
Kappa Beta
Phi Chi Nu
Pi Epsilon Phi
Y. W. C. A.
MARY JANE
MOUNT
Delphi, Indiana
Education
Alpha Omicron Pi
ARTHUR
MUNDT
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Tennis
Commerce Club
BETSY ANNE
MURBARGER
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi
Spurs
Bluegills, President
Math Club
Y. W. C. A.
HERBERT A.
NEWMAN
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Band
Commerce Club
JUNIORS
ROSEMARY NEWMAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Omega, President
Sorority Presidents Council, Pres.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
ELFRIEDE NORDSIECK
Indianapolis
English
Spurs
MARGARET PARRISH
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi
Chimes
Y. W. C. A.
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
Cabinet
BOB PATRICK
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Psi
Y. M. C. A.
RUSSELL HOWARD POWELL
Pontiac, Michigan
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
ROBERT PRICHARD
Waukegan, Illinois
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Tou Kappa Alpha
Debate
Phi Eta Sigma
Bond
BETTY JANE NOONAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Gamma
Chimes
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
Y. W. C. A.
WAYNE PALMER
Knox, Ind.
Education
B. I. A.
Y. M. C. A.
BETTY ALENE PENROD
Marion, Ind.
Sociology
Kappa Beta
JAYNET PICKEREL
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi
Chimes
Spurs
Kappa Beta, President
Y. W. C. A.
WALTER PRESECAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
MERRILEE RAGLE
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Beta
Y. W^ C. A.
J. RUTH
READ
PHIL BROWN
REISLER
JANE
RENARD
MARY
RENTZ
MARY LEE
RINKER
JANE
ROBINSON
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Anderson, Ind. Indianapolis
Journalism
Alpha Omicron Pi
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Physical
Education
Sigma Nu
Football
Home Economics
Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Home Economics
Club
Journalism
Newman Club
Collegian
Sociology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
GENE V.
RODERICK
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Utes
Thespis
Y. M. C. A.
RALPH O.
ROGERS
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
B. I. A.
MARJORIE A.
RORK
Indianapolis
Latin—History
Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Y. W, C. A,
Women's League
Classical Club
MABEL LOUISE
RYAN
Indianapolis
Education
STELLA
SACKSTEDER
Cedar Grove, Ind.
Business
Administration
Newman Club
BETTY ELLEN
SANDERS
Indianapolis
History
Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Panhellenic Council
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JUNIORS
DOROTHY SAWYER
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theto
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
GENEVIEVE SCHAEFER
Indianapolis
English
Delta Gamma
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
FLORENCE SCHULZ
Indianapolis
English
Alpha Chi Omega
Choir
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
KENNETH SHEARER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
HUGH B. SMELTZER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Sphinx
Student Council
Utes
Commerce Club
DOROTHY ANN SPRINGER
Indianapolis
English—French
Pi Beta Phi
Collegian
Blue Gills
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARGERY A. SCARBOROUGH
Indianapolis
History
Zeta Tau Alpha
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARVIN C. SCHRAMM
Minonk, Illinois
Religion
Ministerial
Student Council
JEANNE SETTLES
Indianapolis
English
B. I. A.
Spurs
Zoology Club
German Club
JOHN JOSEPH SHIEL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theto
Sphinx, President
Student Council
Utes
Commerce Club
LEWIS E. SNYDER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Camera Club
Advertising Club
JEROME C. STEINER
Berne, Ind.
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theto
Sphinx
Utes
Basketball, Capt:iin Elect
Baseball
WILLIAM F.
STEINMETZ
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Utes
ROBERT MARK
STULTZ
Wapokoneto, Ohio
Business
Administration
Sigma Chi
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
Phi Eta Sigma
ROBERT
SUTHERLAND
Morristown, Ind.
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
EILEEN
SWEENEY
Indianapolis
Business
Administration
Delta Delta Delta
W. A. A.
Newman Club
Camera Club
Commerce Club
PEGGY
SWEENEY
Indianapolis
English
Blue Gills
Ne^A/man Club
BERNAYS K.
THURSTON
Indianapolis
Economics
MELVIN A.
VANDERMEER
Canton, Illinois
Physical
Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sphinx
Utes
Football
Basketball
ANNA C.
VAN DORN
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Zeta Tau Alpha
Women's League
Phi Chi Nu
IRVINE
VOORHEES
Indianapolis
Pre-Medical
Delta Tau Delta
Zoology
EMBELLE
WALDO
Indianapolis
History
Kappa Alpha Theta
MADONNA
WARNER
Ladoga, Ind.
Education
Pi Beta Phi
WINONA
WATSON
Indianapolis
Education
—
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
Thespis
Sociology Club
Y. W. C. A.
JUNIORS
KENNETH WEINKAUF
San Pierre, Indiana
Education
Zoology Club
Catalytic Club
Y. M. C. A.
MABEL EMILY WILSON
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Omega
Collegian
Doghouse
M. S. S.
Commerce Club
GEORGE WHITMAN
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Track
WINFIELD YEAGER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Alpha Phi Omega
Cheerleader
SHIRLEY DAVID ATKINS
Indianapolis
Economics
Kappa Kappa Psi
Student Band Director
GEORGE M. CALVERT
Indianapolis
Economics
Kappa Kappa Psi
Choir
Commerce Club
Camera Club
Band
HELEN JEAN WILLCUTTS
Indianapolis
Zoology
Pi Beta Phi
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
RAMONA WINFIELD
Carthage, Indiana
History—Political Science
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Associate Editor 1939 Drift
Chimes
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
VIRGINIA WULF
Indianapolis
Education
HELEN ZIRKLE
Swoyzee, Indiana
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sociology Club
Commerce Club
Women's League
GEORGE A. BURCK
Indianapolis
Business Administration
ELIZABETH LUCY CARTER
Indianapolis
Education
ANNA E.
HICKS
Gibson, Pa.
Education
Y. W. C. A.
RICHARD G.
KELLEHER
Indianapolis
Accounting
Newman Club
LOUISE
OHARA
Indianapolis
Physical
Education
Chimes
Blue Gills
W. A. A.
Newman Club
Spurs
JULIA MARIE
RAYMOND
Indianapolis
Speech
—
Dramatics
Thespis
Debate
ROBERT LEE
SINK
Indianapolis
Economics
Band
Kappa Kappa
JUNIORS
ROBERT OSTLUND JACK CLAYTON
President Treasurer
ETHEL BAILEY BETTY COLLINS
Vice-President Secretary
SOPHOMORES
The class of 1941 have reached the dividing Hne.
Here they may succeed or falter.
Row 1
HENRY WILLIAM ABTS
SUE ALDRICH
CARL FRANKLIN ANDRY
FREDRICK AUSMAN
Row 2
ETHEL BAILEY
BETTY JANE BALL
DINA FRANCES BARKAN
VELORA I. BEGHTEL
Row 3
MARY BELL
ELMA BELLE BENEDICT
HELEN RUTH BERRY
MARY VIRGINIA BEVAN
Row 4
LOUISE FRANCES BICKNELL
BETTY JANE BOETTCHER
DONALD BOLES
VIRGINIA SYLVIA BOLINT
Row 5
WILLIAM A. BOWEN
JAMES DAVID BOYD
MILDRED ILENE BRAGG
MELBA GERTRUDE BRAY
Row 6
ORILDA DOROTHY BRILLHART
WILLIAM F. BRUENGER
CHARLES FRANCIS BUCKHORN
LORRAINE BUCKMAN
Row 7
MARIAN J. BUNTEN
ANNA FRANCES CALVERT
SALLY CANTWELL
JOHN CARR
Row 8
LANI CARR
MARY ANN CARTER
HELEN RUTH CASTER
HARRIET DEE CAYLOR
SOPHOMORES
Row 1
JOHN BURDETTE CHARLES
FRANCES CLANIN
JOANA CLARK
MARY MARTHA CLAY
Row 2
JACK FRANKLIN CLAYTON
CARLENE CLEMENS
MARY ELIZABETH CLINE
ALICE LEE CLOUD
Row 3
BETTY COLLINS
LESTER CARROL COMBS
CORNELIA CONNER
LORENE CONRAD
Row 4
ELEANOR JEANETTE COOK
GEORGE T. COSTAS
FRANCES GIBSON CRAFT
ROBERT L. CRAFT
Row 5
STANLEY CRAWFORD
WILLIAM WESLEY CRAWFORD
CAROL LOUISE CROSE
EILEEN CURRY
Row 6
JACK CURTIS
FLORENCE DANIELS
RAY DANNER
GRACE ELLEN DARNER
Row 7
ROBERT HUGHES DAVIS
BARBARA JEAN DAY
DOROTHY DEFENDERFER
GEORGE ROBERT DICK
Row 8
WILLIAM GARFIELD DINWIDDIE
LOUISE EVELYN DOTY
ALLAN P. DREYER
AMANDA AVIS DROKE
SOPHOMORES
Rowl
FORREST DUKES
FRANCES CLAIR DURNELL
WILLIAM CARL EGGERT
ALICE ELKIN
Row 2
W. ARMSTED ELKIN
HAROLD FEICHTER
LOUISE FENNER
HELEN FLORENCE FERRIS
Row 3
RUTH MANLOVE FERRIS
BLANCHE L. FLEETWOOD
JANE FORD
JEANNE MARIE FORREST
Row 4
EVELYN FOSGATE
BETTY FOSTER
BERNARD FOX
VIRGINIA ROSE FOX
Row 5
RICHARD ALLEN FOXWORTHY
MARY VIRGINIA FREEMAN
THOMAS GALLOWAY
JAMES EDWARD GARWOOD
Row 6
BETTY GETTINS
GALE GILMER
ELMER WALKER GILSON
MONTREW GOETZ
Row 7
RONALD FRANCIS GOLAY
BETTY GRAHAM
ESTHER GRAY
DORIS EILEEN GRIFFITH
FREDERIC GRONAU
METHODY GULEFF
SUE JANET GUTHRIDGE
STEPHEN ELLIOT HACK
SOPHOMORES
Row 1
HARRY E. HADD
RUTH RIDGEWAY HAIR
WILLIAM THOMAS HAMILTON
PEGGY LOUISE HARBAUGH
Row 2
ANN HARDER
JAMES R. HARDIN
M. RICHARD HARDING
MAY ELIZABETH HARRELL
Row 3
MARY EVELYN HARRISON
JOEL ELLSWORTH HARROD
MARY JANE CARTER
MARY HAYNES
Row 4
DICK F. HELM
MARY ALICE HELT
SARA AMELIA HEMMERLEIN
CHARLES DAVID HEPLER
Row 5
VIRGIL RAY HINTON
MARY JANE HODGE
RAYMOND EARL HOGAN
JOHN COLLINS HOLLOWAY
Row 6
ROBERT DALE HUMPHREY
JANET ANN INGHAM
DOROTHA JEAN JAMES
MARY C. JOHNSON
Row 7
VIRGINIA JOHNSON
WILLIAM JOHNSON
MARGARET KAYSER
BARBARA KEISER
Row 8
JAC EUGENE KELLER
JO ANN KELLER
LEONARD IAN KERCHEVAL
ROBERT KERSHAW
SOPHOMORES
Row 1
ROBERT ANDRE KIMMICK
DOROTHY JANE KING
LEWIS F. KNUDSEN
C. W. LAMBERT
DANNA JEAN LANSLEY
ROBERT FREDERICK LEACHMAN
JEAN LENTZ
ROSEMARY LESLIE
Row 3
JACK RITCHEY LEWIS
RUSSELL C. LILLY
WILLIAM LILLY JR.
CECIL THORNTON LOCKHART
Row 4
LOIS JANE LODER
MARGARET LORENZ
BETTE LOWERY
FLORENCE MAC BRIDE
?ow 5
VIRGIL McDonald
CHARLES ELWIN McDOWELL
MARGARET McDOWELL
DAVE McOUEEN
Row 6
LUE McWHIRTER
HOWARD EMSLEY MANNING
BETTY ROSE MARTIN
FREDA RUTH MARVEL
Row 7
LUCILLE MAYHILL
HIRST E. MENDENHALL
JAMES ERNEST MENDENHALL
VIRGINIA C MENIKHEIM
Rov
CHARLES EDWARD MILLER
ROBERT GORDAN MILLER
DOROTHY LEE MOORE
KATHLEEN MORRIS
SOPHOMORES
Row 1
LOIS MORTON
MARGERY ANNE MYERS
ROSE MARIE MYERS
BILLEE NICKELL
Row 2
MARY LOISE NUGENT
THOMAS CHARLES O'NAN
ROBERT OSTLUND
WILLIAM C. OSTLUND
Row 3
DOROTHY CATHERINE OVERSTREET
JANE FLETCHER OWEN
BETTY LOUISE OWENS
WILUAM ANGELLOS PAPPAS
Row 4
MARY FRANCES PAUL
LORETTA PETTERSON
JOAN PFARRER
BARBARA PHELPS
Row 5
PHYLLIS ANN PHILLIPS
BOB PHILUPS
JANE DAY PIERCE
CAROLYN POSTHUMUS
Row 6
ROBERT PURKHISER
ALICE CLARE OUINN
JOHN EDWARD RABOLD JR.
JANICE RENICK
Row 7
JOHN RENO
CHARLES RICHARDSON
TOM RIDDICK
JANE LOUISE RIGGS
Row 8
RICHARD ROUDEBUSH
DORIS JEAN RUSHTON
ARNOLD MATHEW RUSSO
ANNA HAZEL SANDERS
SOPHOMORES
Rowl
SHIRLEY MILDRED SARSFIELD
ALLAN B. SCALES
MARGUERITE MAE SCHAEFER
JACK H. SCHERNEKAU
Row 2
JOAN SCHRADER
TED F. SHADINGER
CAROLINE SHERFEY
WILLIAM LEONARD SHERIDAN
Row 3
CAROL SHERMAN
DOUGLAS SHOAFF
ROBERT LEON SLAUGHTER
MARGARET SMITH
Row 4
TULA SMYRNIS
MAURIE SMYTHE
DONALD J. SOBBE
CHARLES W. STOUP
Row 5
WILLIAM RALPH SWAGER
FRANCES SWAILS
ALFRED THEODORE SYMMES
PHIL TAYLOR
Row 6
MARTHA JAYNE TERHUNE
JEANETTE A. THOMAS
THOMAS HUBBARD THOMPSON
JOHN TICUSAN JR.
Row 7
WILMA JEAN TODD
BETTY AYERS TRIPP
MARY BURRIS TRIPP
EDWARD TURNER
Row 8
MARGARET VANDEVENDER
HARLESS WAGONER
ROSEMARY WALSH
SARA CHRISTINE WARD
SOPHOMORES
VI
OS
SOPHOMORES
Row 1
ELIZABETH SYBIL WEAKLEY
ALICE LOUISE WESTRA
W. EILEEN WHITE
WILBUR ARLIE WHITTINGHILL
Row 2
BOB F. WILDMAN
MAX E. WILDMAN
MERTIS WILKERSON
GEORGE BOYD WILSON
Row 3
MARY SUSAN WILSON
DAVID WOODS
LEE ROY WOODS III
DAVE YARIAN
Row 4
MILDRED ROBERTA YOUNG
BETTY W. BATES
WILLIAM F. BROMLEY
JAMES A. DIAZ
Row 5
RAYMOND H. FISHER
JOHN PAUL HILL
RAYMOND A. HOWARD
HOMER PAUL HUESING
Row 6
HOWARD H. HUESING
REBECCA JANE MANN
LOUIS HARLAN PFAFF
JEANNETTE LOUISE RODGERS
SOPHOMORES
MAGNOLIA DE HART JACK FLYNN
Vice-President Treasurer
ROBERT SCHERNEKAU MARY MAROTT
President Secretary
FRESHMEN
You, lowly Frosh, sure have a job, to live up to the ideals set
by '39, '40, '41. You'll need all the luck you can get,
so here's ours to help you with your load.
Row 1
GARNET ABSHIRE
BETTE JAYNE ACRE
ROBERT K. ADAMS
FREDDIE CLARICE ADLER
RAY ALSBURY
WILMA PAULINE AMBUHL
MAX ARMER
RUTH ARMSTRONG
Row 2
BARBARA BADGER
LOUISE BALAY
HOWARD A. BARNETT
DAVID BARNHISER
MARY BARR
MARTY ANN BARTLETT
MARY BEARD
BARBARA BELKNAP
Row 3
LOIS GENEVIEVE BELL
JEAN DORIS BENHAM
ROBERT FRANK BERGEL
CHARLES THOMAS BITLER
MARIAN EDITH BLASENGYM
PEGGY BOSART
LUCILLE BOSLER
JEAN STUART BOWMAN
Row 4
WENDALL BOWMAN
JAY BOYER
CHARLES BREECE
MARY-LOU BROWN
MARGARET ESTHER BRUNSON
VIRGINIA BUCHANAN
WILLIAM MATTOCKS BUCKLER
BETTY JEANNETTE BURCKES
FRESHMEN
FRESHMEN
Row 1
CHARLES THEODORE BUTZ
RUTH CAMPBELL
CHARLES JOHN CARPENTER
JEAN CASE
HELEN LOUISE CHENOWETH
ROSS WHITNEY CHRISTENA
GENE CLAIRMONT
THOMAS FREDWICK COLEMAN
Row 2
KATHERINE JANE COOPER
ROBERT J. CORRE
OUENTIN H. COVERT
BARBARA A. COX
MARY JANE CRONIN
EARLE CUMMINGS
MERLE LUCILLE DAEBELLIEHN
RALPH MORRIS DAILY
DOROTHY DANIEL
PHYLLIS MADGE DASEKE
HELEN DAUGHERTY
WILBUR DAVIS
MAGNOLIA DE HART
JAMES DEPUTY
LUCIE DERANIAN
JOHN DODDS
Row 4
RALPH MERRILL DODDS
HELEN MARIE DONNELLY
WILBUR HORATIO DOWNS
WILLIAM DOYLE
MARIAN DREISS
WAYNE DUNLAP
MARY ELIZABETH DUNWOODY
LUCILE DYER
I
Row 1
MARY JANE EBLE
DOROTHY ANN EVANS
HELEN LOUISE EVANS
RUPERT NELSON EVANS
BETTY FAULCONER
MAXINE FIELDS
ROBERT ERNIN FISHER
DOROTHY ANN FISHER
Row 3
JANE LOUISE GOODLET
VIRGINIA GOODRICH
ROSE ELLEN GRAY
JUANITA GREENE
MARY LOU GUFFEY
FRANCES E, HANEY
ROBERT HARCOURT
JANE MARIE HARDMAN
Row 2
JACK JULIAN FLYNN
MARTHA FOOTE
LOIS FOREMAN
MARIBELLE K. FOSTER
WILLIAM O. FRAZIER
RICHARD WILLIAM FRUECHTNICHT
MARY JO FUNKE
JAMES SWARTHOUT GILSON
Row 4
NAOMI HARRINGTON
PATTY HILL
DEFORTE HITE
JOAN HIXON
MARK MELVIN HOLMAN
GERRY HOUGHTELING
JANE HOWE
MARY JANE HOWELL
FRESHMEN
Row 1
CAROL ANN HYMAN
MAXINE INGOLD
DOROTHY JANSEN
ELEANOR ANN JOHNSON
GILMORE L. JOHNSON
MARJORIE JANE JOHNSON
VIRGINIA E. JOHNSON
DOROTHY JONES
Row 2
MADELINE JUDD
JOE KASSLER
CAMILLA FRANCES KEOGH
MARY KERSHNER
EVELYNE KEHNER
JOSEPHINE KINGSTON
JOHN KORBLY
HARRIET KRUEGER
Row 3
WILLIAM GLENN KRUSE
MARY LAWSON
DOROTHY MAY LEAGUE
RUTH ANN LETT
CHARLES G. LIZIUS
ALFRED FRANK LOCHMANDY
MARY ANN LOOKABILL
DOROTHY McCLEASTER
Row 4
PAUL McCLELLAN
WILUAM C. McCLURE
PAULA McCLURG
MARY JANE McGUIRE
FLORENCE R. McNEELY
JANET ELIZABETH MAHORNEY
TOM MARKIN
MARY MAROTT
FRESHMEN
FRESHMEN
Row 1
CAROL JEAN MARTIN
LOIS MATHIESON
LOIS PATRICIA MILLHOLLAND
DOLLY MITCHELL
MARILYNN MARGARET MORGAN
CAROLYN JEAN MYERS
CARL W. NAGLE
JAMES NEAL
Row 2
LENORE NEEDLEMAN
TOM NICKELL
FRANCES LOUISE NIHMA
VIRGINIA O'RIELLY
WILLIAM T. ORR
DOROTHY LAVONE OSTERMEYER
ALLEN ROBERT OWEN
TOM DREDZELL PACE
Row 3
ELEANOR LOUISE PATTERSON
RICHARD H. PAUL
PHYLLIS PENNINGTON
CHARLES PICKETT
JEAN CAMERON PICKETT
GEORGE ALBERT PIKE
VIRGINIA PLETCHER
EMMY LOU POSSON
Row 4
WILLIAM BRADLEY REID
SARA RENFREW
ROSEMARY RENIHAN
HERBERT BLAIR REYNOLDS
JANE REYNOLDS
PEARL ELAINE RICHARDSON
MARTHA JOCELYN ROBBINS
ROBERT P. ROBERTS
FRESHMEN
Row 1
CHESTER ROBINSON
HELEN RUEGAMER
BETTIE SANDERS
ROBERT SCHERNEKAU
EMORY SCHLAKE
MARY ELLEN SCHNEIBER
WILBUR HAROLD SCHUMACHER
MARY SCHUMAKER
Row 2
DWIGHT WILUAM SCHUSTER
JEANNE CLAIRE SEWARD
ROBERT SHAW
GEORGE ROBERT SHEFFER
HARRIEH SHELHORN
RUTH SHEWALTER
REED FRANKUN SHIELDS
JOAN SILBERMAN
Row 3
MARGIE NAN SIMS
HELEN FRANCES SLUPESKY
JEAN SMELSER
BETTE E. SMITH
GEORGIANNA SMITH
MARY STUART SOCWELL
ROBERT STPIERRE
SHIRLEY STPIERRE
Row 4
MARY CATHERINE STAIR
BETTY MARIE STARR
PATRICIA ANN STAYTON
VALERIA B. STOUT
DOROTHY JANE STREET
BERNADETTE M. SWEENEY
ROBERT CHARLES SWINDLER
DORIS TALBOTT
ft' ». i if
FRESHMEN
Row 1
MARGARET TERRY
LEONA MARIE TETER
ROBERT TEWS
GUY ORMAN TEX
MARY FRANCES THARP
GEORGIANA THOMPSON
ANNE TILLETT
HENRY S. TIMMONS
Row 3
MARY JANE WERNER
GEORGE A. WEVER
MARY C. WILEY
BERNICE IRENE WIRE
VIRGINIA WOOD
LLOYD S. WRIGHT
CHARLES A. WULF
MARY HELEN YATES
Row 2
MARY ALYCE VAN REED
GLADYS LORRAINE WALLS
BETTY ANN WALSH
MARJORIE WALSH
MARY JANE WARREN
JEAN WAHERS
GEORGE WELDEN
ROBERT WALSH
Row 4
EDWARD C. YOUNT
ROBERT ELLIOTT BLU
WILLIAM EUGENE CARLOS
GEORGE CARTWRIGHT
JEAN ALICE COFFIN
BEHY ANN COYLE
WALTER JOSEPH DEAN
HARRISON LEE FELDMAN
Row 1
FREDRIC JOHN FORNEY
BETTY JANE FRANCE
LEILA JEAN GILBERT
BETTY NADENE HAMILTON
MARY EILEEN HOLMES
ROBERT HENRY JACOBI
THOMAS FRANKLIN KIBLER
BETSY LOU KNOWLES
FRANK W. KREMER
BETTY JANE LUPTON
GEORGE MALOTT
RICHARD E. MCHR
CARL FRANK PUHLMANN
GEORGE BERTRAM RODDA
ENID VIRGINIA SPANGLER


TO THS BUTLER
m
Scholarship is not the only
requisite of a college
student. Association with
others and participation in
extra-curricular activities go
hand in hand with scholar-
ship to equip us to serve
the world.
Vogler and Walsh
Doc puFfs
Jim grins
Butler Bill typing
The Phi's read-comics
Returning from the C.C.
Marott sleeps
Queen Bergle pre-
sents the trophy
The Phi's coasting in
Relay Float
TO THE BUTLER
W^**
MANUSCRIPTS
Bitzer," said Thomas Gracgrmd, "your deFinition of a horse?"
As most of us ore Gradgrinds, horses and magazines must be defined with perfect clarity.
Manuscripts, then, would go off something like this, Bitzer speaking:
"A thirty-six page multi-colored publication sponsored and supervised by the English
deportment, aided by the Journalism department, edited by students, and issued quarterly;
contains prose, poetry, sometimes drama,- cover fades when exposed to sunlight, but contents
of more sturdy stuff; has been known to wander frequently into second hand bookstores;
will grow rapidly if treated with kindness."
Manuscripts, however, is something more than a dictionary paragraph. It is a proving
ground where reams and reams of white surface is offered to those w/ho are under self-
compulsion to write with force and imaginative honesty, and finally, it offers a growing
aucience of reader-critics ^ho will not be too harsh because in other fields they also face
creative problems, nor too lenient because they also demand a share in the success of effort.
Bill DeClark, as edilor of Manuscripts, has ably furthered the ideals of the magazine as
well as attending to the more exacting details. As an added feature of the magazine,
reproductions of well known paintings have been inserted under the supervision of Jack
Heide.
Allegro Stewart of the English department has guided the magazine through its' difficulties,
and has proven to be the steadying hand for the publication.
M.S.S. STAFF
First Row—Sisson, Wiener,
Finney, Vandeveer,
Zissis, Bachmeister.
Second Row— Bell, Ellis,
Clay, Wentz, Wintin.
Third Row — Martin,
Rutherford,, Conner,
O'Drain, Whittinger.
I- -Pennak, Ran-
3oyd, Heide,
Fourth Ro
dall,
Wilson.
Fifth Rov Dr. Stewart,
De Clark, Editor; Pro-
fessor Sparks.
DOGHOUSE STAFF
First Row — Johnson'
Haynes, Lookabill, Sil-
berman.
Second Row—Gettins,
Johnson, Hack, Pforrer,
Knudsen.
Third Row — Kershow '
Sweeney, Fehr, Berry,
Wildman, Editor.
Fourth Row — Wilson,
Gutheridge, McCoy,
Smelser.
THE DOGHOUSE
This year the Doghouse has made more progress than ever before. At the beginning of
the school year, the staff distributed free copies of the September issue. A subscription drive
was conducted and met with considerable success through the co-operation of the Greek
letter organizations. A new editor. Max Wildman, was chosen and was ably assisted by
Steve Hack, associate editor. The Circulation Department was successfully organized under
Bob Kershaw, and Lucille Mayhill really put the Advertising department on a paying basis.
The University generously furnished the publication with an office located in B25. Among
the activities of the staff other than that of publishing the magazine, were the annual banquet
for the staff and their subordinate workers the annual B. M. O. C. poll, choosing the ten
outstanding men on the campus, and the B. W. O. C. poll, choosing the ten women.
The staff was rewarded with keys and shingles at the completion of the year. The Doghouse
will be with us next year with a bigger and better humor magazine.
THE BUTLER!
Goaded by the respective lashes
of James hianna and WiNiam Mitchell,
editors-in-chief for one semester each,
and encouraged by Prof. Charles
Kinter, new head of the journalism
department, the Collegian staff suc-
ceeded once again in completing the
year with flying colors.
"The sheet", as it is commonly
referred to by its readers, reached a
new high in Butler journalism during
this, its fifty-second year of publication.
Claiming a circulation of over 2000
daily, and proudly flaunting the title,
"Butler's finest publication", it served
to break the monotony of many a dull
lecture, and became the wrapper for
many a fine lunch.
The first semester staff included
hHanna as editor, Mitchell as managing
editor, and Angelo Angelopolous,
hiarold hlowenstine, and Edward Cot-
ton, OS make-up, city and sports editors,
respectively.
COLLEGIAN
Be Sure To Boost Butler Beginning Today
!
I THE BUTLER COLLEGIAN I ,.=„ I
Establhhed 18S6
lens Council Limits 'Hell Week'
Pre-Jnination Cesei' les
Affecting Hi"'' ^ ^ es,
Under the Mitchell regime of the second semester, Angelopolous advanced to managing
editor, hHowenstine to make-up editor, and Cotton to city editor. Robert Fattig succeeded
to the sports editorship and Ruth Collier became women's editor. Carrying the bulk of the
reporting for the year were Robert Fleetwood, Barbara Phelps, William Eggert, and John
Sullivan.
Fleetwood managed also to carry away a majority of the dice and card-game honors
during both semesters.
1939
"When is the Drift
coming out"? Well
folks here is your an-
swer: if you get it
before finals start, then
we will be happy,
if you don't get it by
finals, then— we'll mail
it to you.
We are very proud
to give you this year-
book which we think
is the best ever pro-
duced on the Butler
campus. George
Diener, the editor, is
the guy who will get
oil the blame for this,
so hHeoven help him.
Thomas Connolly paid
for everything that Die-
ner spent. Ramona
Winfield and Mary
Adelaide Denton serv-
ed as assistants to
Diener and Connolly
respectively. Other
members of the staff
were William Ostlund
and Forrest Dukes, next
years editor and bus-
iness manager,- Mary
Bell, Betty Walsh, and
Mary Marott.
DRIFT
A great deal of credit goes to the splendid photography of Gene Word and Joel hHarrod.
Angelo Angelopolous, sports editor, turned in some "hot" copy the day before our
deadhne.
First Row—Conreaux, Abts, Barnett.
Second Row—ProFessor Clark, Morris, Martin, Brown, Smekzer
Third Row—Gano, Schroeder, Hart, president; Shiel, Reeves.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Under the leadership of William Hart, president, the Student Council has been
more active on the campus than it has been for over five years, seeking to become a
live organization and to really represent the student body, the council has been
progressive and accomplished much.
For the first time in Butler history, a representative of the student body has been
present at the faculty meetings to present the students' views concerning student
problems w^hich arise. The council has also passed a ruling that the prices of all
university dances should be regulated according to the importance of the band and
the expenses incurred.
Fighting for a golf team to represent Butler in intercollegiate matches, the council
has finally obtained the permission and financial backing from the university necessary
for the formation of the team.
Settling the agitation concerning the activity point system, members of the council
revised the point system and limited each student to so many activity points. Imagine
the president's embarrassment to find that he exceeded the limit.
As usual the council took charge of all election politics to see that the students
weren't unfair to organized elections. An appeal was made to all the organizations
on the campus to make a donation for the student budget to defray election expenses
and send a delgote to the conference at Purdue. This plan was very unsuccessful.
Officers for the year were William FHort, president, and Ann Burger, secretary.
First Row—Finney, M. Clay, Wilson.
Second Row—Angelopolous, C. Clay, Professor Sparks, Sponsor.
Third Row^-Ellis, Fleetwood, Dr. Stewart, Sponsor, FHeide, Boyd.
SIGMA TAU DELTA
Zeta Delta Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, national professional English honorary,
was founded at Butler in the spring of 1935. Sigma Tau Delta members are selected
on the basis of high scholarship, critical aptitude and demonstrated ability in creative
writing. Sigma Tau Delta has two major projects: it publishes the Fresher's Home
Booke and it sponsors the annual Harvest Ball in October, the proceeds of which are
being set aside to be used ultimately to bring distinguished writers to the campus.
The purposes of Sigma Tau Delta are to bring together students interested in
creative writing, to bring them to read and enjoy literature, and to study literature
as a means of raising the standards of writing.
The group is sponsored by Dr. Allegro Stewart of the English department. Other
faculty members are Professor John B. Harrison, Mrs. A. B. Wesenberg and Mr.
Don Sparks. For the past year Robert W. Ayers served as president and Marguerite
Ellis as secretory-treasurer of Sigma Tau Delta.
SCARLET QUILL
Membership in Scarlet Quill, the senior honorary for women, is a coveted honor
awarded to only twelve women who have proven themselves worthy throughout
their college career. Selection is based on a high scholastic average, an outstanding
personality, and an interest in activities and affairs at Butler University. Those twelve
chosen are pledged at the May Day festival in a surprise capping by the old members.
Initiation is held at the last of the junior year for those girls vv'ho have been
chosen. Membership in Scarlet Quill is signified by the red felt quill which is worn
on the back of the senior jackets, and by the wooden recognition pins which ore
worn at the throat.
Scarlet Quill in cooperation with the senior men's honorary. Blue Key, sponsor
the annual homecoming dance and the decoration of the fraternity and sorority houses,
awarding a cup to the fraternity and sorority having the most original and appropriate
decorations.
In order to raise funds. Scarlet Quill had a bridge party at the Banner-Whitehill
auditorium. The receipts did not live up to expectations, however.
To encourage high scholastic attainment, members of Scarlet Quill awarded a
scholarship to the girl who had the highest scholastic average in the college for the
first three semesters. In the spring there was a joint dinner of the members of Blue
Key and Scarlet Quill to complete a very successful year.
Officers of the organization are: Jeanne Wintz, president; Mary Hannah Sailors,
vice-president; Carolyn Vorin, secretary; and Elizabeth Henderson, treasurer.
First Row -Clay, Butz, Finney, Wintz, president. Smith, Scales.
Second Row -Sailors, Vorin, Burger, Bell, Johnson, Henderson.
First Row—Hanna, W. Connor, Mitchell, Reed, Connolly.
Second Row—Hart, Noffke, Joggers, Becsley, president; Crawford, Woolling.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key, national senior men's honor fraternity, took a step ahead this year on
the Butler campus under the able leadership of Byron Beosley, the president. Mem-
bers and alumni elected their president in a unanimous vote. Chester Joggers,
treasurer and secretary, and Jim hianna, vice-president, were the other officers of
the club.
Not only ^as Blue Key able to make its mark on the Butler campus, but as c
group it won national recognition. The local chapter acted as host to the national
convention and over sixty delegates attended. Butler coeds provided the dotes for
a swell dinner dance. Butler alumni attended and aided the local chapter in the
business sessions of the convention.
At the beginning of the year J. Russell Townsend, Blue Key alumnus, was elected
the new sponsor for the year. The club was enlarged and three seniors were added
to the roll. The first major activity of the year in conjunction with Scarlet Quill was
the sponsoring of the homecoming dance, hlomecoming day activities were also
entered into by the club. It might be added that the Blue Key interior decoration was
something new and different and set a nev^ campus style.
One of the biggest undertakings of the year was the annual Blue Key football
banquet which honors the football team. The banquet was a big success although
so many persons wanted tickets that the ducats were lost track of, but everything
turned out all right financially. "Red" Grange, the Galloping Ghost of Illinois, was
the main speaker and Cully Thomas, probably Butler's greatest athlete, came down
from the Tv/in Cities to officiate as toastmaster.
From December 27 to 30 of lost year, the ambition of the post classes of Blue Key
was recognized and the boys entertained the national convention in the Lincoln
hHotel. It was the task of the local chapter to arrange the details of the convention
and to outline the entertainment. The Butler girls made the entertainment a little
easier. It is sufficient to note that Butler was able to provide an agreeable setting
for the convention and was able to carry the prestige of Butler a little further in the
college world.
Some other highlights of the year were the new jackets that the men wore as
marks of distinction, the battle to gain student recognition from the faculty on worthy
subjects, and the Blue Key informal dance. The Hard Times dance was censored
lost year. Of course the Blue Keyhole stunts were excellently sponsored and
received, and money again jingled in the club's till—under the care of the Bursar.
It was the aim of the chapter to establish Blue Key as a real service organization
on the Butler campus. Blue Key is able to look back over the past year and feel
that it has done its port in service to its school and contributed too growing school spirit.
First Row—Winfield, Parrish, president.
Second Row—Hull, O'Hara, Barnett, Baker.
Third Row—Noonan, Denton, Ellis, Pickerel.
CHIMES
Carrying on the past year's tradition of wearing their white canvas jackets with
the golden chimes monograms, the Chime members completed a successful and
active year.
Probably the smallest and most exclusive honorary in school, a member to Chimes
is selected on the activity, scholarship, leadership and character of a girl during her
sophomore year.
During the early part of the first semester, the Chimes presented a tea for all
transfer women students in order to better acquaint them with the university. And
following another tradition, popular afternoon tea dances were presented on several
Wednesdays.
One night in early spring the Chimes donned "tuxes" and entertained their
' dotes" and alumni members at the annual Sweetheart Dinner.
The offices were ably handled by Margaret Parrish, president,- Louise O'hHora,
vice-president; Nancy Baker, secretary,- Jaynet Pickerel, treasurer. Chimes was
sponsored by Miss Magdalene Adams.
SPHINX
The junior men's honorary group hod a very successful year chmaxed by the Relay
Dance. The club attempted to revive traditions around the campus by sponsoring
the homecoming bonfire, cheering section and pep-sessions before athletic events.
The Relay Dance, held the night before the Relays, was a very outstanding event
featuring the crowning of Queen Sorsfield. Kappa Kappa Gamma and Delta Tou
Delta received trophies for float decorations and Sigma Nu won the ticket sales for
the fraternities.
Under the direction of Johnny Shiel, president, the club continued the tradition
of wearing the white "pots" and enforced the sale of freshmen caps. The club
sponsored the freshmen-sophomore fight around the greased pole with the freshmen
overwhelming the greatly outnumbered sophs.
Other officers ore hHugh Smeltzer, vice-president; Angelo Angelopolous,
secretary; and Dave Craycraft, treasurer. Gildas Metour served as sponsor of the
club.
First Row—Harris, Steiner, Steinmetz, Smeltzer, Craycraft.
Second Row—Dr. Metour, sponsor; Angelopolous, Lawson, Howenstine.
Third Row—Connor, Vandermeer, Lanahon, Shiel, president; Diener.
First Row—Mayhlll, Phelps, Haynes, Fosgate, Bell, Ball, Goetz.
Second Row—Gutheridge, Martin, president; Connor, Myers, James, Keiser, Barkan, Owen.
Third Row—McBride, Pierce, Clay, Foster, Cook, Collins, Smith, Bailey, Thomas.
SPURS
Chosen from the freshman class because of their scholarship and leadership,
twenty-five sophomore women have done their part in increasing school spirit and
serving Butler University.
At the Butler-Depauw football game, Spurs sold balloons in the shape of blue
or gold footballs. They also sold roses before the Freshman Rose dance, and tickets
to a bridge party in order to raise funds for a dance given for new members.
In the spring Spurs spiked the prospective members at an evening serenade
before the different sorority houses. Later a formal dance was given in honor of
the nev^ members.
Meeting was held every Monday, and spreads were given once a month at
various sorority houses.
Miss Renfrew was faculty guide, and Betty Rose Martin presided at meetings.
Jane Owen was vice-president, Lucy Mayhill was secretary, and Barbara Phelps,
treasurer.
UTES
Claiming to be the most prosperous club on the campus, the Utes Club probably
has some reason for such a statement as their annua! Pow-waws are an outstanding
success both as to finances and attendance. Their next activity was that of decorating
the football bowl for homecoming which they did exceedingly well. Next in their
realm of activity came the annual sponsorship of the basketball banquet during which
gold basketballs were awarded to the outgoing seniors. Several attempts were
made by the Utes Club to find a nationally known speaker but after being stymied
in several attempts they were forced to call on home talent for orators. Last of their
varied activities was an attempt to establish the Utes Club as a national sophomore
men's honorary among secondary schools.
As usual the Utes Club members were easily distinguished in the Joseph s
cap of many colors." Led by the capable Max Wildman and under the directorship
of "Big Chief" Isom who served in the capacity of faculty advisor the club enjoyed
an outstanding year. Other officers of this illustrious group are: Louis Vogler,
vice-president; Ted Shadinger, secretary; James hHardin, treasurer.
First Row—Hardin, W. CrawFord, Hacl<, R. Ostlund, Abts, Vogler.
Second Row—Hurd, Shadinger, Kimmick, Wildman, president; Dreyer, Kiesle, Lilly.
Third Row—McDowell, S. Crawford, Stewart, Professor Isom, sponsor; McQueen, Clayton, W.
Ostlund.
PHI ETA SIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma is the classiFication given to the intellectual freshmen men at Butler. A grade point average
of 2.25 is required of the rhinies before they ore considered eligible for membership in this honor organization.
Rather obscure on the campus as far as activity is concerned, Phi Eta Sigma does manage to give a few parties
for its members—alv^ays of the sophisticated variety for they are the intellectuals of the "greenies."
During the year Louis Vogler has acted as president for the organization. Dr. Merwyn G. Bridenstine and
Professor A. Dale Beeler hove acted as faculty advisors.
First Row
Harding, Knowles, Good-
nough, Hoiman, Wintin,
Wentz.
Second Row
Haynes, Holly, Tucker.
Third Row
Bowen, Spiegel.
Fourth Row
Blu, Vogler, president,
Robinson, Woods.
First Row
Foster, Myers, Weiner,
Collins, President, Borkan,
Lansley, Bell, Connor.
Second Row
Harbaugh, Martin, Har-
rington, Caster, Conrad,
Cook.
Third Row
Duckworth, Lupton, Shel-
ton, Randall, Matheison.
Fourth Row
DeHart, Brunson, Goetz,
Morris, Ryan, Buchanan,
Kershner.
Fifth Row
Ost9rnneyer,Starr,0'Drain.
PHI CHI N U
For Freshman women in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences who hove proven their scholastic ability,
Phi Chi Nu offers recognition by initiating these women into its ranks at the end of the freshman year.
At the end of the first six weeks members of Phi Chi Nu give a tea for prospective members who have made
a 2.34 average. This year Dr. hHarrison of the English department was the guest speaker.
Officers chosen by the group were Betty Collins, president,- Eleanor Cook, vice-president,- Rose Meyers,
secretary; and Dina Barkan, treasurer. Dr. Janet McDonald served as faculty sponsor.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
The Panhellenic Council of Butler University under the guidance of the officers,
Chloris Bell, president and Elnoro hlartmon, secretary-treasurer, has followed its
usual yearly program starting with a successful formal rush week in September. In
October, Panhellenic Council sent a representative to the regional convention of
the National Panhellenic Congress in Louisville, Ky. who brought back the recent
developments in Panhellism and suggestions from the National organization. The
First Row
Wintz, Hartman, Dr. Alice
Wesenberg, sponsor; Bell,
president, Schubert, Dur-
ham.
Second Row
Brown, Irelan, Menden-
hall, Voss, Harms,
Blackley, Kayser, Srader,
Sailors.
Panhellenic winter formal dance on November 12 officially opened the formal
season.
Rush regulations and the local constitution were revised in the spring, and funds
were set aside to help finance a portrait of Miss Evelyn Butler, granddaughter of
the founder of the University, in cooperation with Women's League. Panhellenic
also inaugurated the selling of Relay tickets on a cooperative basis this year. The
new Panhellenic, the sorority president and rush chairman from each organization,
was installed in April, thus incorporating the former Sorority Presidents' Council
within the Panhellenic group.
Mrs. Alice Bidwell Wesenberg is sponsor of the Council.
COMMERCE CLUB
One of the most cooperative and efficient clubs on the campus is the Commerce
Club. This organization has played an important part not only in the College of
Business Administration, but the students of the other colleges have found the Com-
merce Club a helpful and interesting activity.
With the assistance of Dean Ross, the faculty advisor of the club, the Commerce
Club has grovv'n end prospered throughout the year. Under Dr. Ross's supervision
First Row
James, Haynes, Lookabill,
Second Row
hlays, Denton, Wilson, B.
V/eber, Sweeney.
Third Row
Pert, Lorenz, Jones, Felir,
Bassett, Reeves.
Fourth Row
Mundt, Carbon, Miller,
McConnell, B. Weber,
h^ostetter.
Fifth Row
Diener, Rude, Wildman,
Fix, Kuntz, Moore,
McClure, Lilly, Calvert.
the members of the organization have heard many important speakers from the business
world, ^ho tell of economic experiences.
Along social lines and interests, the Commerce Club sponsored a dance in the
Campus Club with the nickelodeon music.
This year's officers were William Pert, president; Eileen Sweeney, vice-president;
Wilbur FHulett, treasurer; Mary Adelaide Denton, secretary.
! KAPPABETA
Growing'each year,' Kappa'Beta is now recognized on the Butler Campus as a well organized and pro-
iressive sorority. Having a threefoldfpurpose of socio! service work, scholarship, and social activities, the
lembers have completed a successful year.
Meeting the first and third Tuesday of every month, the members hove enjoyed their business meetings
ind social functions of parties and chili suppers.
Membership requirements are based on o scholarship average of 1.8, and membership of a Protestant
hurch. The members of Kappa Beta have carried on their purpose of better understanding of Butler University
nd inspiring interest of the women students to participate in school activities.
The officers were: Joyne Pickerel, president; Martha Mason, vice-president; Sara Pemberton, secretory;
Aane Drees, treasurer.
First Row
France, Pickerel, Mason,
Lool<abill, Poland, Calvert,
Second Row
Brooks, Morgan, Ewing,
Drees, Cottom, Conrad.
Third Row
Rupke, Evans, Street, Pem-
berton, Westra.
Fourth Row
Ragle, Young, Daniels,
Cooper, Darner, Collins.
Mason, Hays, Wintz, Fin-
ney, president.
Being one of the largest organizations in the school. Women's League has as its worthy purpose "to create
3 friendly and unified feeling among the women, and to fill the students with an enthusiasm for all worthy activi-
ies."
During the year the Women's League ogam presented its enjoyable matinee tecs and talks. Striving to
improve scholarship, the League presented a cup at its annual breakfast for the sorority having the highest
scholastic average. Also a cup for the largest sorority attendance at the breakfast is presented in order to
,:reate an interest in Women's League.
One of the larger tasks sponsored by Women's League is aiding Thespis with the annual May Day Festival,
-'rops and costumes are mode, repaired, and ironed for the production by Thespis,
A well planned and uniform drive for membership was successfully executed by Martha Mason and her
committee. All members of Women's League hove enjoyed the year activities.
Martha Finney, presiding at the meetings of the organization, was assisted by Jeane Wintz, vice-president;
V\artha Mason, secretory; and Mary Elizabeth FHoys, treasurer.
THE BAND
Under the able leadership of director Ellis E. Carroll, the Butler Bond has again
marched to renown—out of the state as well as in Indiana and at Butler. Washington
University of St. Louis, Missouri, has acclaimed the Butler Bond as being the best
marching band ever to appear before them in their stadium. Such recognition by
others only strengthens our appreciation and admiration for the Band.
Four members have done extra duty for their, and our. Band. Robert Craft, Wilbur
Davis, and Magnolia DehHart have acted as drum majors for the Bond, while Shirley
Atkins has ably performed his duties of Student Director.
What the Band has added to school spirit cannot be measured, but it is felt and
appreciated by students and visitors alike.
Y. W. C. A
The Young Women's Christian Association is a unit of the larger national organ-
ization, and it is probably one of the largest and most active organizations on the
campus. This organization offers membership to all Butler coeds, and is interested
in furthering the interests of the school as well as the students.
Sponsoring Geneva Stunts in the spring and fall as v^ell as a bonfire sing and a
competitive all school sing, are two of the more important activities. The Tri Deltas
were the winners of the Geneva Stunts in the fall. Later in the spring another
Geneva Stunts will be presented. The competitive sing as usual was preceded by
the lantern parade which is held in the formal gardens.
The bi-monthly Wednesday afternoon programs and teas were popular features
of the school year. Also numerous delegates again attended camp at Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin.
The active officers, who capably led the organization, were Elizabeth Henderson,
president; Mary Anna Butz, vice-president,- Betty Walters, secretary; Chloris Bell,
treasurer.
First Row—Parrish, Henderson, president; Barnett, Harms.
Second Row—Terhune, Bowman, Butz, Dolman.
Third Row—Mrs. Brunson, sponsor; Newman, Bailey, Cook, Buckmon, McConnell,
Walters, Bell.
PI EPSILON PHI
First Row
Pickerel, Zivien,
Shetterly, president;
Baker, Mason, Miss
Wilhite, sponsor.
Second Row
Banks, Brandt, Schu-
bert, Conner, Fallis,
Da I man.
Third Row
Ellis, Von Talge,
Ernst, Chapman.
One of the finer arts, homecooking, is tfie talent that these young ladies pictured here are oeve oping.
Junior women who are majoring in one of the domestic sciences, and who have displayed special talent
enough to warrant special distinction are members of Pi Epsilon Phi.
i u i
Officers who ably conducted Pi Epsilon Phi through the year were Elizabeth Shetterly, presicent,- Helen
Zivien, vice-president; Margaret Conner, secretary; Marie Schubert, treasurer.
THE CHOIR
Under the direction of Dr. Joseph Lautner, the Butler University Choir has made a name for itself during
the past year. Its talents have been demonstrated at various churches throughout the city and state and at
functions here at Butler sponsored by many of the organizations. It furnished the choral music for the Founder s
Day program, the Honor Day program, and the May Day performance.
Connected with the Choir this past year has been a small group of seventeen selected voices which has
given many successful programs including three radio programs.
To Dr. Lautner and all the members of the choir, praise is given for their fine spirit, inspirational music, and
cooperation. They have given a great contribution to the University and have honored the name of Butler.
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
Women's Athletic Association has sponsored intramural athletics such as hockey,
ping pong, tennis, archery, volleyball, basketball, baseball, and a new sport which
is added to the list this year-swimming.
Women participating in three sports in succession are eligible for membership;
a certain number of points must be earned each year to retain active membership.
By gaining a large number of points, some v/omen athletes are qualified to wear
the "B" sweater.
Spreads and monthly meetings \/vere held in Jordan hHall. The offcers for the
year were: president, Juliana Mcintosh,- vice-president, Elizabeth hiayes; Secretary,
Louise O'Haro; treasurer, Mary Ann Kibler; and social chairman, Mary Ellen
Wheeler.
First Row—Kernel, B. Sweeney.
Second Row—LangFitt, Barton, O'Hara, Mcintosh, Pres., E. Sweeney, Hitzelberger, Boyer.
Third Row—Alvis, Cowdrill, Sherman, Cook, Kibler, Fallis.
Fourth Row—Foster, Schroeder, Jose, Varin, Hayes, Amos, Boaz.
CATALYTIC CLUB
Since the revival of the Catalytic Club in October, 1935, it has become an important and interesting
organization. The club, under the direction of Drs. Guy \~\. Shodinger and Karl S. Means, has tested various
theories of chemical commercialization and advancement. Also practical application of classroom theories
were explained.
Monthly meetings v^ere held in Jordan Hall, and a few social events were enjoved. Officers who con-
ducted meetings were: Leiand Boss, president; Eleanor Cook, vice-president; Betty Collins, secretary; Robert
Roush, treasurer.
First Row
Zilson, Overstreet, Evans,
Mathieson, Balcer, Shel-
horn, Cool<, Mock.
Second Row
Lambert, Kimes, Shadinger,
Kimmich, Smelser, Conner,
E. White, C. White.
Third Row
Comstocl<, Cohee, Stories,
Ferrerr,0'Reilley,Calland.
Fourth Row
Rough, Miller, Mitchell,
Weinkauf, Symmes, Mayer,
Menikheim, Russo, Bass.
First Row
Albertson, Conreaux,
Castor, Kimes, Mock, Brun-
son.
Second Row
Bird, Mrs. Beal, Foster,
Drees.
Third Row
Dr.Getchell, Bowen, Davis,
Barrett, Hardin.
MATH CLUB
Through a constructive program of monthly meetings, the members of the Math Club were interested in the
enlightening talks given by various instructors in mathematics. Also, the members spent many hours on discussions
of mathematical interests.
The Moth Club members also enjoyed their two annual social functions with Christmas festivities and the
May picnic.
The club was ablv conducted by Allen Brunson, President; Joanne Jose, Vice-President; Cloudine Kimes,
Secretory; Betty Mock, Treasurer.
SIGMA DELTA CHI
Under the able leadership of president James Hanna, Sigma Delta Chi, notional journolism fraternity,
sponsored its annual Blanket Hop, at which awards were given to the senior football players and to the
outstanding player of the season, and awarded medals to the top-ranking Collegian reporters.
The outstanding service rendered by Sigma Delta Chi for the year was the installation of the new Sigma
Delta Chi reading shelf in the library. This shelf consists of the outstanding books on contemporary world
affairs, chosen by members of the faculty.
The fraternity was ably represented at the annual notional convention by William Mitchell. Mitchell is
said to have returned from the convention bubbling over with SDX enthusiasm, a supply of stories ample to
entertain the chapter throughout the year, and with the Wisconsin cheese under each arm.
First Row— Fattig, FleelwDod, Eggert, Angelopolous
Second Row—Hanna, ores dent; Mitchell, Professor Kinter, sponsor
Third Row—Muilcne, Cotton, Howenstine
First Row—Rymon, Hartman, Craft
Second Row—Smitfi, president; Collier, Condor, Boaz.
THETA SIGMA PHI
Theta Sigma Phi functions in the same respect for women in the field of journalism as Sigma Delta Chi does
for men. The members of Theta Sigma Phi planned a full and noteworthy program for this years activities.
Early in the second semester the annual Riter's Roundup was staged, and proved to be a huge success.
Of course, the traditional razz sheet was distributed exploiting news and scandals of the students.
In early spring the Theta Sigs presented their annual Matrix Table Dinner, but this year both outstanding
men and women on the campus were honored at the event. In keeping with their practice of having a well
known celebrity, this year they will have an authority on current events. Also as a special attraction at this
annual function a medal is presented to the outstanding sophomore woman majoring in journalism.
Added to other journalism successes was the clever and versatile special edition of the annual May Day
Collegian distributed by Theta Sigs during the festivities of May Day. Officers serving the club were: Cathryn
Smith, president; and Marjory Craft, secretary-treasurer.
KAPPA KAPPA PSI
One of the most exclusive organizations on the Campus, Kappa Kappa Psi is composed of only the most
worthy and deserving members of the Band.
Fifteen choice men of the Band labored hard and long during the past year, w^orking on their various
projects. One of the foremost of these was the sponsoring of the annual Butler Bond Benefit Ball. In addition,
they have actively participated in many functions on the campus.
The officers who ably fulfilled their duties this past year were Robert Whitesell, president; Shirley Atkins,
secretary; and Joy Fix, treasurer. Mr. Ellis E. Carroll has acted as sponsor for the group for a number of years.
First Row
Chapman, Whitesell, pres-
ident; Atkins, Calvert,
Patrick.
Second Row
Waddell, Fix, Ayres, Nier- ^
meyr. j
Third Row
Renz, Sink, Carroll,
sponsor; Wildman.
First Row
Edwards, Watters, White,
Bassett, Burghard, McCoy.
Second Row
Wildman, Kershaw, pres-
ident; Covert, Liljeblad,
Farmer, D. Woods.
Third Row
Patrick, R. Ostlund, Evard,
,
Cracraft, Behr,
Riser, Green, W. Ostlund,
Spencer.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
This organization, known as a service fraternity, has sought to do much for the school as well as for the local
scout troops. Each year, for the post three years, this club has sponsored an Eagle Scout award entitled the
Thomas C. Howe. It is given annually to the outstanding Eagle scout in the city. Besides receiving a medal
the boy is also the recipient of a scholarship to Butler, and his troop is presented with a cup.
Probably their best known activity is their annual city v/tde scout basketball tournament. This unique event
always attracts much attention and interest throughout the city and suitable awards are given to the winners
Edward Liljeblad acted as president and Robert Kershaw directed the activities during the second semester
assisted by Robert Patrick, Vice-president, Max Wildman, Secretary, Edward Liljeblad, Treasurer, David
Craycroft, FHistorian and Richard Riser, Sargeant-At-Arms.
Professors Sparks and Walters have acted as advisors when needed by this group and both have done a
creditable service to this group.
CAMERA CLUB
Enjoying its second year on the Butler campus, the Camera Club achieved many of the purposes planned
for the year. Led by George Diener, president, the club conducted monthly contests and also talks by the
various members Once every month, the club held night meetings with members showing colored slides and
movies. The clu cooperated with the Collegian in the Collegian Photography contest.
Officers othe than Diener were, hlcword Manning, vice-president; Bernice Jones, secretary; George
Hoffman, treasurer. Glen R. Maynord served as sponsor of the club.
First Row
Diener, president; Myers,
James.
Second Row
Sheridan, Jones, Ward.
Third Row
Hoffman,Slupesky, Nickell,
Benham.
Fourth Row
Mr. Maynard, sponsor;
Manning, McCord, Boyd.
First Row
Lowery, Lego.
Second Row
Green, Evans, Walsh.
Third Row
Walters, Street, Myers,
Shields, president.
SPANISH CLUB
Combining a social time and lessons in the practical importance of Spanish, the Spanish club had one of
its most active years.
The monthly meetings held at various fraternity and sorority houses and in Jordan hHall were especially
entertaining this year. Interesting talks and movie pictures relevant to Spain and Spanish customs made up
the programs.
The club officers for the year were Paul Shields, president; Lowell Green, vice-president; Lilly Gebhardt,
secretary; Barbara Keiser, treasurer.
GERMAN CLUB
For students making a two point average in German, the German Club offers the opportunity of becoming
better acquainted with Germany and her great men. At the monthly meetings held at fraternity and sorority
houses, in the recreation room, or at private homes, the members converse in German. Under the sponsorship
of Mr. and Mrs. Boumgardner and Mrs. Brunson, professors in the German department, the students gave a
play at the Christmas party.
Officers for the year are: Allen Brunson, president; Marie Schilt, vice-president,- Bonnie Bess Meyers,
secretary,- and Bill Bowen, treasurer.
First Row
M. Brunson, Esser, Castor.
Second Row
Brandt, Schild, Settles
Riggs, Bell.
Third Row
Mrs. Brunson, Bowen,
Curtis, A. Brunson, pres-
ident, Lentz, Dr. Boum-
gardner,Mrs. Boumgardner
First Row
Fosgate, Cline, president;
Harms, Lentz.
Second Row
Fox, Cowdrill, Drees,
Thorpe, France.
Third Row
Baloy, Shelton, Bornett,
Rork.
Fourth Row
Mount, E. Randall.
CLASSICAL CLUB
Meeting monthly, the Classical Club, composed of students interested in classical knowledge, studied the
fuller aspects of ancient culture, thus enriching new interests in the classics.
Dr. Gelston served as faculty sponsor for the club, working with the officers: Ernestine Cline, president;
Lilojone hHorms, secretary; Irene Cowdrill, secretary; Alfred Symmes, treasurer.
' Y. M. C. A.
Having never been a strong organization until recent years, the Y. M. C. A. has rapidly come to the
ont as one of the stronger groups on the campus. The Y. M. C. A. has brought several prominent speakers
I the Butler campus. Chief among their new duties this year has been the peace drive and the all-fraternity
edge banquet. As usual, this group helped during orientation week by editing the annual student handbook.
3d by Dick Dempsey, president, and Clarence Elliot, student secretary from the state office, this organization
as a right to be proud of its service to the school during the past year. Dr. Peeling has served as the faculty
dvisor.
T H E S P I S
One of the most outstanding organizations on the campus, Thespis this year presented three outstanding and
ptable productions. The organization was declared by the downtown papers to be "one of the finest groups
'hich Butler has had the privilege to witness".
Jay C. Fix v/as elected president at the beginning of the school year and was ably assisted by Catherine
jlay, Vice-President; Pequetti hielton. Secretary; and Max Wildman, Treasurer. Frederick Overman was the
|ub's sponsor and directed the brilliant performances which graced the stage of the Thespis Workshop.
At the present time, the group is being considered for membership in the United Federated Players Associa-
I. Bigger and better productions ere being expected from cne of the best and foremost organizations in
ler.
First Row
Charles, Palmer, McCoy,
Andry, Blu.
Second Row
Nice, Alber, Gilmer,
Eliott, Hardin.
Third Row
Ostlund, Shoaf, Stickford,
Wildman, Riser, Cart-
wright, Dempsey, pres-
ident.
First Row
Starr, McGuire, Penning-
ton, Silberman, Lookabill,
Ingham.
Second Row
Belknap, Gettins, Baum-
gartner, Walsh, Pickett,
Sheffer.
Third Row
Einbinder, Harrison, Boet-
tcher, Hyman, Keiserjudd,
Martz
Fourth Row
D. Jones, Jansen, H.
Evans, Holman, Raymond,
Barnett.
Fifth Row
Noffke, Lorenz, Roderick,
Fix, president; GuFfey,
Wildman, Daniels, Krue-
ger.
KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi was Founded in 1931 due to the increased interest in educational development. The organ-
ization is open to juniors and seniors who have indicated that they have a genuine interest in the teaching
proFession. There is a scholastic requirement oF at least a B average during their first two years at Butler.
The members held meetings monthly at the homes oF members or in Jordan hiall. The ofFicers serving For
the year were Winona Watson, president; Marthana McWhir, vice-president; Geraldine Johnson and Mary
Hannah Sailors, secretaries. ProFessor Irvin T. Schultz sponsored the club during the year.
First Row
Cline, Cottom, Drees,
Harms.
Second Row
Hamill, Cowdrill, Cox,
Johnson.
Third Row
Weber, Kuntz, Fa 1 1 is, Wat-
son, president; McWhir.
First Row
Amos, Murbarger, pres-
ident; Kershner.
Second Row
Miss Callander, sponsor,-
Reynolds, Lorenz, Geb-
hart, Durham, Wange-
lin, Einbinder, Magdeline
Adams sponsor.
Third Row
Stayton, Silberman, Soc-
well, St. Pierre, Burches,
Sweeney, Kibler, Hays,
Springer, Robinson.
BLUEGILLS
Bluegills, the women's swimming organization on the campus, has had a most active and successful year.
Under the able sponsorship of Miss Magdalene Adams, the Bluegills had several competitive meets at home
andotother schools, at which they ware often victorious. There were many outstanding members in various
swimming strokes and diving.
Admission to Bluegills is gained by the passing of certain tests, which include swimming, diving and water
stunts. Monthly spread meetings were held and the members thoroughly enjoyed this year. Betsy Murbarger
served the club as president.
ZOOLOGY CLUB
Displaying increased activity in the field of zoology and an increased interest
in continuing their club, these students have built the Zoology club into a very
important and informative group in the department.
During the year the club held monthly meetings at Arthur Jordan Memorial Hall
at which time they were entertained and informed by several competent speakers.
Persons from research laboratories lectured on their vs^ork end important research
projects. Jock Blockstone served as president of the club, while Drs. Pearson and
Nester served as co-sponsors of the group for the past year.
First Row—Mitchell, Pennington, Brooks, Milholland.
Second Row—Dr. Pearson, sponsor; Krueger, Wilcutts, Young, Kenny.
Third Row—Fields, Jansen, Kimmick, Dr. Nester, sponsor.
Fourth Row—Shields, Russo, Harding, Blockstone, president; Jocobi, Burghard.


The outstanding events of
our college year are por-
trayed in pictures on the fol-
lowing pages. The beauties,
prom, and other dances
along with the Relays con-
stitute a full year of activities.
Pafrrer poses
Wiley and Graham
grin
Magnolia before the
Relay parade
Silvio's portrait
Jose the chemist
Houss sleeps
—
posed
Metour spiels
St. Pierre "turns it on'
HERE'S
DIENER, EDITOR
We had planned to have all the work done by the staff so that the editor and
business manager could devote their time to doing nothing. Well this idea didn t
work because we finally had to go to work. The truth of it is that we really burned
the midnight oil, in fact, when Diener leaves school (if he ever does) he is going
to apply for Shorty's job. (the night-watchman).
If Connolly doesn't go in the hole with telephone bills from Greencastle, and
if Diener doesn't go into a Rip Van Winkle act, the 1939 Drift will be delivered
to you June 1—God help you.
HOPING!
CONNOLLY, BUS. MGR.
'Odds" Connolly"What will you give me on the fifth race" these famous words of
will linger in many minds after he leaves this institution.
This is the second year Tom has been business manager of the Drift, hie stepped
into it thisyear and did a wonderful job of financing the yearbook. Five years from
now, we expect to see Tom at the head of one of the largest advertising agencies
in the country with Phil Reisler as his chief artist.
We ore sorry to see you leave us Tom but yve wish you good luck in all your
enterprises.
JUNIOR
/
PROM
Grand March led by President
Amby" Connor and Dave Cray-
croft, Prom chairman
The rose between the two thorns
is Dixie Dunbar, movie star.
JoeSanders, "theole lefthander,"
at the piano
—
Queen Doris Brown and her
court— Doris gets crowned
—
Dixie sings (that's Croycraft's arm).
Winning fraternity booth
Sigma Chi
—
Winning sorority booth
Kappa Kappa Gamma
—
•A<^T^y
^--4

He plays bridge too
Kappa's and Delt's
We hove snow
Freshman Queen Patty
Hill
Vogler and De Vault
win dance contest.
Coeds form stag line
Winning corsages (?)
Tri Delt's winning stunt
Sophomore Sweet-
heart Morris
"Stuff" Wiidman and
"Chief Pow Wow"
Geyer
Mitchell hiding fron
the coeds
Queen Sarsfield at the
Sphinx Relay dance.
Instead oF eating goldfish, these collegians eat meals
the seme as other civil Folks
—
Theta's watch Foley and Smith—Alpha Chi's watch the camera-
Kappa's enjoy their meal—Lambda Chi's aren't hungry-
Pi Phi's are caught unawares.
Delt's have a Christmas tree too
—
Sigma Nu's have Xmas party
—
Vacant chair (?) at Tri Delt house
—
Stork watches camera at Delta Gamma house.
ntj 1 D K^ CD
We wish to present to you the five most beautiful girls in Butler University. Out ofa
field of thirteen, picked by an all-school male election, these five w/ere selected by
the three judges in a style show at the Wm. hi. Block Co. auditorium. The three
judges were Elmer Taflinger, noted sculptor,- Randolph Cootes, local artist; and
Frankie Parrish, vocalist with Abe Lyman's orchestra and former Butler athlete.
Parrisli Taflinger Coates
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An institution of higher
learning is incomplete with-
out its athletic teams. They
form an organized means
for the blowing off of
excess steam accumulated
in the classroom.
Dietz gets wrapped
up"
Welton around left
Harding passes
Stein
Stewart in the Relays
Kreag blocks
Harding and De Pouw
tackier (?)
Perry shoots
er up m the air Ifi^- ,- «is^.j, -»!rS?^s^-¥-^i
co
A
C
H
E
S
Middlesworth
Sears
Hinkle
Hedden
1-2-3-4! Who are we four? We are the four coaches.
Paul D. hHinkle, czar of the fieldhouse and coach of everything; Roy
Sears, track coach; hHugh Wolden Middlesworth, assistant football mentor,
and Frank "Pop" hiedden, freshman sports tutor, again did their jobs well.
"hHink" guided his proteges to another football conference title, did the
same in basketball, coming out of a three-year losing-season slump with a
bang, and apparently headed for a third league crown, in baseball
Middlesworth was still invaluable Wolly. Sears made on impressive debut.
"Pop" nursed his boys in the some old undefeated style.
CHEERLEADERS
Captained by Ed Liljeblad the yell producers had o roaring season. They had
strong assistance from the balcony of the fieldhouse at every basketball game by a
young boy yell leader and his gang. They showed Butler spirit, and were appreciated
by the student body.
Gilmore Johnson was the acrobatic cheer leader, and he really turned many
tricky flips. The other freshmen who mode up the team were Schernekau, Patterson,
and Reynolds.
Russ Lilly and Steve h^ack were chosen to be co-captains for the following year.
This selection was made at the annual banquet of the cheerleaders held at hHollyhock
h^ill. Also sweaters and letters were presented.
During football season the cheerleaders conducted the pep sessions held during
the noon hour. These sessions promoted enthusiasm and good spirit for Butler ana
its athletics.
First Row—Reynolds, Hacl<.
Second Row—Lilly, Johnson, Liljeblad, captain, Scliernekau, Patterson.
B U T R
The 1938 Butler football team took in a lot of territory, a fifth consecutive conference crown, a lot of injuries,
a few stiff knocks, and a couple of deserved laurel wreaths-all for a four-and-four season.
Plowing the hardest row a Butler squad has had to hoe in several years, the Bulldogs opened up with
(but not on) Ball State, 12 to 6; made Purdue shoot the works to win, 21 to 6; traveled 600 miles to Washington
Captain Crawford Kubal Sporer
Broderick
Constantino Whesler Welton Connor
B U D O
i D. C and vvere pushed back 377 yards as George Washington University won 26 to 0; took DePauw's measure
[
and found the I igers short, 12 to buried Ohio Wesleyan in its elegant turf, 35 to 0; gave Wabash a shoving-
' around, 27 to 0; flunked a test by the Western State Teachers, 1 3 to 0, and provided one of the reason's mo-t
pulsating comebacks before succumbing to Washington University of St. Louis, 27 to 21.
anahan Kreag Harding Purkhiser Abts Rabold Captain-elect
Connor
Garwood Swager Purkhiser McDowell Vosloh
Expected lack of precision and drive was shown in the starter against Ball State, but the Bulldogs gave
evidence of potential power. Tom hHarding, the not-holf-bod half-back, sprinted over the Ball State goal
shortly after a Teachers' fumble, and William Kreag missed the extra-point place-kick. A one-yard plunge
by Kreag accounted for the second touchdown, and Charles McDowell missed the kick. Phend staged a one
man down field drive for the Ball State touchdown.
The trip to Washington D. C. was wonderful, but the Bulldogs weren't—against George Washington.
The Colonials ran roughshod over a dispirited, loose-playing Blue and White eleven that threatened in the
early minutes and missed the boat (and the Colonial backs) from then on.]
A 5-yard thrust by Sampson and two passed from versatile Vic, to Bobich and Nowaskey, gave the hosts
three touchdowns. Fans stopped Richardson's pass for the lost George Washington tally. Nowaskey booted
two extra points.
The largest crowd that has ever watched a Butler football gome, 16,000, sow Purdue pound out a 21 to
6 verdict. Both foes were even-Stephen for the first ten minutes, but the Boilermakers were even steamin
and burst forth with some unstoppable end runs. Purdue's Brown went over for the first touchdown on a short
plunge. hHennis converted. A 50-yard dash by Brown gave Purdue its second tolly, and Nesbit place-kicked
the extra point.
Brock did it to the Bulldogs for the third time with a 27-yard run. He booted the extra digit. In the fourth
quarter, life came to the Butler party, with the letter's drive being climaxed by a 19-yard pass from hHardingto
Costantino in the end zone. The attempted conversion was wide.
An improved crew clipped the claws of the DePauw Tigers, 12 to 0, a week later. Harding's hustling set
up the first touchdown, a six-inch dig by Kreag. Broderick muffed Walton's attempted kick for the extra point.
"Amblin' Amby Connor flipped a 27-yard pass to Kreag on the goal line for the other counter.
Ohio Wesleyan was on the receiving end of the Bulldog's biggest offensive spree, hiarding, John Craw-
ford, and James Garwood, backs, and Lanahan and George Costos, ends, contributed the touchdowns
as Butler won, 35 to 0, at Delaware, Ohio. A safety was added by Stan Crawford, while Kreag and Sporer
kicked two extra points. Costas caught the third.
A 16-yard end run by h^arding, a 15-yard reverse (the same way he went over the line) by J. Crawford,
a fumble recovery by Lanahan in the end zone after hiarding had plunged nine yards, and a 60-yard run by
Garwood were the touchdown efforts during the second quarter. Butler made nine more points in the last
period, on S. Crawford's safety and a five-yard, end-zone pass from Ralph Swoger to Costas. The some duo
cashed in the extra point.
Twenty-seven points and assurance of at least a share for the conference diadem were gained against
Wabash. A two-yard plug by Kreag and his subsequent place-kick gave Butler its first seven points. A
25-yard hike by hiarding and "leg-work" by Sporer added seven more. The third touchdown came as a result
of a 35-yard pass from hiarding to Lanahan—and Kreag again "kicked-in ". Two 'sophomore sweethearts
"
provided the lost tally, as Swager heaved a long one to hlonk Abts, who raced over. Sporer missed his kick.
Brodericl< around right end
Harding passes
—
Kreag blocks
Welton gets one away
Let's build a pyramid
- .^ J 43 as SI
First Row—Constantino, J. Crawford, R. Connor, Harding, Lockhart, Vondermeer, McDowell, W. Connor, Wheeler, Dezelan,
Sporer, Broderick, captain; Kreag.
Second Row—Coach Paul D. Hinkle, Dugger, Lanahan, Purkhiser, S. Crawford, Feichter, Abts, Swoger, Abbett, Presecan,
Howard, Costas, Noel, Assistant Coach Middlesworth.
Third Row—Assistant Coach Hauss, Norman, Vosloh, Reno, Welton, Armstrong, Mc Queen, Rudd, Reisler, Guleff, Hubbell,
Sulecn, Garwood, Ross.
Western State Teachers had the Kribs the next gome, and the Fairview fellows v^ere flunked 13 to by
the Kalamazoo, Mich., gridders in a Dad's day encounter before 9,000 fans. The Teachers scored early,
Kribs doing the damage with an end sweep from the Butler 1-foot line. Morris' extra-point boot was good.
Steady plugging by Kribs and Morris ended in a 4-yard touchdown punch by the latter. His kick was vv'ide.
Something akin to the "save the best till the last" spirit pervaded the Bulldogs in their finale—against
Washington University. After blowing hot and cold throughout the season, Butler came back after the inter-
mission, trailing 20 to 0, and turned in a soul-satisfying, throat-plugging performance for 21 points, before
succumbing finally, 27 to 21.
A 1-yard plunge by Warner, a 25-yard dash by Ferfecky, and a 75-yard gallop by Warner, plus two con-
version kicks by Tracy gave the Bears their lead at halftime. Scooping up Warner's punt he blocked, Stan
Crawford ran 40 yards for the first Bulldog chalked-striped territory invasion, with Sporer providing the extra-
point kick. A 6-yard aerial from FHarding to S. Crawford did it again, and Sporer added his bit. Picking up
what started to be a bad fumble. Bob Connor southpowed a 20-yard toss to Lanahan for the third Butler marker,
and Kreag sent his teammates ahead, 21 to 20, with a well-placed kick.
Holding their slender margin for eight minutes, the Hinklemen finally were subdued by a 20-yard heave
from Yore to Ferfecky. Tracy's boot hit the crossbar and bounded over.
FIcying their last tilt for Butler were Capt. Charles Broderick, William Connor, Frank Welton, John Crav^-
ford, Al Sporer, Jim Wheeler, Jim Kubal, Clyde Norman, Larry Ross, and Silvio Costontino. The First three
mentioned gained subsequent all-state honors.
That second-half surge— in which the man in the stands plainly could see the Bulldogs set their chins, take
heart, drive on silently, then undeniably, with growing spirit and smoother execution—struck exactly the right
note for the season's mind-and-muscle-toxing campaigning. For the men who had played their last game it
meant a memory of inspiration for the less-bright days of the future; for the fellows returning, it should have
provided a never-ending flame for an it-con-be-done spirit.
Connor and l-larding in the old squeeze play. "South-pav/" Amby cuts loose a long one.
Harding around left end with Kreag blocking.
First Row—Gibson, Herrmann, Whittinghill, Mc Cray, Blacker, Burroughs, Manager Green.
Second Row—R. Wildman, Steiner, Poland, Braden, Geyer, Knoble, Neat, Gunn, Vandermeer, Dietz, Perry.
Third Row—Assistant Coach Overman, Richardson, Joseph, hiamilton, Clayton, Armstrong, Coombs, Joggers, Coach Paul D.
Hinkle.
BASKETBALL
After three lean" years, the Butler basketball team, reinforced by several sophomore props, stood right
straight up through a tough 20-game schedule.
A goodly crop of first-year netters who were ready, willing, and stable gave more than ample assistance
to veterans George Perry, William Geyer, and Jerome Steiner, and Coach Tony FHinkle brought his 1938-39
basketball ship to port with 14 victories and only six defeats. Robert Dietz, Lyie Neat, William h^amilton, and
Charles Richardson were the sophomore sweethearts. And coming down the stretch, veterans and neophytes
alike followed artist Byron Gunn, pacesetter during the last laps.
When any of these eight slowed down, "hiink" could depend on Chester Joggers, Laurel Poland, George
Knobel, Loren Joseph, and Melvin Vandermeer to carry on.
The h^inklemen started fast, trimming Valparaiso, Iowa, and Wisconsin,- then lost their stride and games
against Indiana, Michigan, Marquette, and Notre Dame; got back into step against DePauw, Franklin, and
Michigan State,- absorbed two more losses and lessons from Detroit and Michigan State (second game),- then,
having learned their lessons well, sprinted home on an eight-gome victory string that bound DePaul of Chicago,
Franklin, (second game), Wabash, Indiana Central, St. Joseph's, DePouw (second gome), Wabash again, and
Notre Dame.
The squad was one of the best in Foirview in years. In his 19th year as coach, "FHink" molded into basket-
ball ring-wise craftsmen, players who made up with speed and condition what they lacked in height, with
willingness to mix, what they lacked in experience, with attention, what they lacked in knowledge. Statistic-
ally, the Bulldogs finished with 715 points, their opponents with 637—for an offense average of 35.8 points
and a defense aggregate of 31.9.
Though they were basket shy the first half in the season's opener against Valparaiso, the Bulldogs' passing
STEINER
COACH HINKLE
PERRY
GEYER IN ACTION
GEYER
DIETZ
POLAND
NEAT
JAGGERS
GUNN
KNOBLE
VANDERMEER
Perry tips one from the center circle-Perry and Steiner watch a DePauw man—Perry lays on an opponent
Assistant Coach Overman Braden Richardson McCray Joseph
was very, very, and the Uhlans went down to a 44 to 26 lacing. Steiner, still singing last year's "hit" tune
tallied 15 points to lead the scoring.
Passing, again, helped Butler pass Iowa, giving the boys from the other corn state a 31 to 29 shucking in
a thriller. Sophomores held the secret of the success, with the defensive ploy of Dietz and Richardson, the
former's clever and the letter's immovable, featuring the winners' floor game. The Wisconsin tilt was another
ding-dong affair, with the Blue and White winning, 24 to 21, largely because possession is nine-tenths of
sports law, too. The hHinklemen turned the trick by intercepting numerous Badger passes and by holding onto
the leather throughout the fracas.
A hot pace by Indiana scorched Butler, 46 to 29, in the next game. The FHinklemen shot their wa J w;h a
brilliant nine-point rally, seven by Dietz, as the second half opened to bring the score to 19 to 16. But the
Crimson fast-break fast broke the Bulldog's hearts in giving approximately 10,000 Fieldhouse fans a preview
of how they later set the Big Ten afire.
Coach hiinkle's charges gave their most disappointing performance of the year against Michigan, when,
after enjoying a comfortable lead with only about eight minutes to play, they relaxed, then collapsed, to lose
40 to 31. Superior height and weight plus the advantage of its own small gym helped Marquette down
Butler, 43 to 36, and then Notre Dame tacked on the Bulldogs' a fourth straight setback by winning a close one,
37 to 35, at South Bend.
The netters took it out on DePauw, 54 to 27, and followed through with a hard-earned 46 to 41 triumph
over Franklin and the same kind of victory over Michigan State, 34 to 33. Everybody did everything right
in the Tiger tilt. The Grizzly game was a nice bit of hysteria and marked the first time the Baptists had been
submerged in their own gym in three years. Dietz' independent team training made him king of the hill
on the small floor. Both quintets got together nicely to produce a high school screamer and "alley" boll
combination. The score was tied six times and changed hands six times in the Michigan State battle.
A trip to Michigan cost Butler two games, with Detroit winning, 33 to 24, and Michigan State getting re-
venge at Lansing, on a 39 to 29 count.
By now, a team with a six-and-six record, Butler assumed an attitude of having taken "all it was going
to take from opponents". Traveling to Chicago while the Windy City was in the grip of a severe cold wave,
the Bulldogs started off by warming the hearts of their followers back home and thousands of Chicago fans
in walloping DePaul 39 to 29. With Neat hitting nine out of 18 field goal attempts, the Hinklemen made a
winning impression on Windy City and a bigger one on the Blue Demons. DePaul failed to score a field goal
for the first nine minutes of the first half and didn't get a single point for the first 11 minutes of the second period.
With this running start, Butler trimmed Franklin's wick, 31 to 24, in a return game and then took a double-
overtime thriller, 27 to 25, at Wabash. A hot Little Giant outfit and a cold Butler five made for an encounter
in which the score was tied nine times and the lead changed hands on seven occasions. Neat and hiamilton
did it with free throws in the second overtime session.
Indiana Central, a jinx for several years, was downed next, 37 to 33, and St. Joseph's went the some way,
41 to 29. A well-executed passing attack, with Gunn the chief executioner, gave the latter its defeat. The
Bulldogs next repeated themselves, whipping DePouw, 46 to 39, and shellacking Wabash, 42 to 16. A strong
Butler finish in the last five minutes whipped the Tigers, while a strong Butler finish in the last 38 minutes cut
the Little Giants down.
Like their football predecessors, the netter wrote their last notes on a high key. Notre Dame, conquerors
of the Bulldogs for 11 consecutive gomes, took one on the chin in the Butler season's finale, 35 to 27. The
convincing manner in which the Bulldogs accomplished the duck of the Irish as the climax of a steam-roller
victory drive brought all-state honors to Perry, Geyer, and Steiner, hung up one of the best collegiate records
in the midwest, and led to partial arranging of a "near-suicide " schedule next year that will include a game
in Madison Square Garden, New York City, probably against Long Island University.
Among other things the hiinklemen had won when all the cards were in, was the Indiana college confer-
ence, annexed with a record of 10 triumphs and no defeats. Seniors Perry, Geyer, Joggers, and Poland
ended their careers. Steiner was elected captain of next year's crevj. Lettermen included those five and
Dietz, Neat, hlomilton, Richardson, Joseph, Gunn, Knobel and Vandermeer.
Steiner up as Geyer
watches.
Dietz tips one in—Neat
ready to follow.
Gunn's unerring passes.
Dietz gets the tip.
FRESHMAN ATHLETICS
L. Broderick m a
tangle—Selarek up
in the air—Fresh-
man line ready for
action — Schloke
going in for the kill.
Under the leadership of "Pop" Hedden, the freshmen produced a very promising crop
of material for "Tony" Hinkle's next year varsity squads. Undefeated in both football and
basketball, this material w\\\ strengthen the varsity into two very successful teams.
"Pop" deserves a great deal of credit for his wonderful work with the Rhinies.
INTRAMURALS
Powell makes one
Phi Delt's— Dozall
tangles with
S I a u g h t e r—P e r t
drops one—Shiel
swings and misses.
At the present time, the Sigma Nu's are leading m the race for the intramural
trophy with 11 points. Lambda Chi Alpha and Phi Delta Theta follow in close order
with 8 and 4 points respectively. Football and basketball were annexed by
Sigma Nu, Lambda Chi's took cross-country and Phi Delta Theta won the bowling
championships.
Swimming, track, tennis, and golf remain to be played off by the fraternities.
Andy Boa is intramural director.
TRACK
First Row—Feichtsr, Burghard, Mendenhall.
Second Row -Vosloh, Southworth, Hiatt, Marshall, Sporer, Captain; Reno, Engle, Coach Sears.
Third Row — Vandermeer, Harding, Rabold, Stewart, Vogler, Fox.
The lads of the lungs and legs were fed a full schedule diet by Ray Sears in his first year as coach, and they
did all right by him.
The indoor season brought the best results with the thinlyclcds successfully defending their college division
title at the Butler Relays, winning the Midwest Intercollegiate Indoor title at Noperville, III., and winning
the college two-mile relay race at the Illinois Relays. In addition. Rushing Rosy Southworth led a strong Central
Intercollegiate Conference field in the mile run, winning in 4:16.2 time over Greg Rice of Notre Dome. Charles
Marshall and George hHiatt also pulled down points in the C. I. C. in the hurdles and pole vault events, re-
spectively.
The cross country squad won four and lost four in regularly scheduled meets, and finished fourth in the
Big State cross country meet in a decade and seventh in the National Collegiate Meet at East Lansing, Mich.
Wabash and DePauw and DePauw and Indiana Central were beaten in triangular meets, and Ball State and
Anderson were outrun in dual contests. Losses came at the hands of Michigan State, Indiana University,
Western State, and Purdue.
Southworth set the pace during the two campaigns, James Stewart, Rolla Burghard, William Johnson,
Bernard Fox, Fred Engle, and Marshall were other ridge runners.
The indoor team was comprised of FHorold Feichter, James Garwood, and Ora Kincaid, dashmen,- Arm-
stead, Elkin and Marshall, hurdles,- Southworth, Fox, Stewart, Burghard, and Richard Vogler, distances, and
FHiatt and Marshall, field events.
A 1900-mile spring vacation tour through Kansas, Arkansas, and Missouri during which they engaged in
six dual meets opened the outdoor schedule for the Searsmen. Wichita University, Tarkio University, and
Lincoln University were defeated, while decisions were dropped to the University of Arkansas and Kansas
State Teachers of Pittsburg and Emporia each.
Marshall and Rosy again led the Bulldog pack, the former collecting 90 points in his hurdles and high and
broad jump specialties and the latter capturing twelve firsts running the distances.
To dote the squad has outlegged Indiana State and bowed to Miami University in dual outdoor meets.
The Teachers were trounced 105 to 26, while the Oxford, Ohio, school triumphed 84 to 47. Butler outdoor
record breaking performances by Captain Al Sporer and Marshall highlighted the Miami contest. Sporer,
the Spearer, threw the javelin 182 Feet, 11 inches to break a thirteen-year record held by Tom Summers at
178 feet, six inches. Marshall set a new standard in the 220-yard low hurdles, turning in a time of ;23.7
seconds as compared with mark of :24 seconds established by James Allen in 1931.
Marshall clears
the bar.
Vogler tangles
with Fox.
Sporer breaks
the school
record.
Southworth In
the mile-run.
Harding xA^i ns
the 220 in fast
time.
Leisure moments.
The Sixth Annual Butler Indoor
RelayS; held March 19, was a
very colorful event. Milt Padwoy
of Wisconsin, broke the v^/orld's
indoor pole-vault record with a
vault of 14 feet. Officials meas-
uring the vault are Padwoy,
Jordan, Knight, FHargiss with
Papenguth in the pit.
B U R
Yovonovich, of Michigan State,
and Gedeon, of Michigan in o
semi-final heat in the hurdles
—
Manager hHart, Q-jeen Shirley
Sarsfield, and Manager Reed
ead the grand march
—Queen
Shirley and her court of beauties-
Presenting a winning trophy to a
Michigan athlete.
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BASEBALL
First Row—Braden, Kubal, Carbon, Eggert, Hubbell, Guleff, Coombs, Wilson.
Second Row—Asst. Coach Heddon, Blacker, Neat, Herrmann, Swager, Mgr. Parks, Steiner, Hamilton, Coach Hinkle.
Four and two was the count on the boseboll team as this was written. With six iettermen back in hardball
harness, Coach Tony hiinkle's Bulldogs presented a Fairly formidable array of postimers despite the fact that
only one tried and proven pitcher was in the flock.
Jerone Steiner, of the basketball Steiners, was the only experienced hurler—he getting help throughout
the season from sophomores Lyie Neat, John Noel, and Ralph Swager, right handers, and FHarold Braden
and William Eggert, south-paws. Other veterans were Richard Wilson, catcher,- Silvio Costontino, second
baseman, and Tom hdording, center fielder
—
giving the team a lot of strength "through the middle"—and Paul
Herrmann, third baseman, and Frank Corban, shortstop.
Victories over Wabash (thrice) and St. Joseph's College and setbacks at the bats and hands of Indiana
Central and Wabash (a fourth gome) made up the four-and-two count. "Gick ' pitched the quartet of triumphs,
while Braden and Swager worked the Little Giant defeat (the former the losing twirler) and Neat the Grey-
hound game.
Winning scores against the Crawfordsville diamondites were 6 to 1, 16 to 9, and 11 to 2; the losing
count was 2 to 4. Steiner allowed only four hits in the 1 1 to 2 encounter, the sixth tilt on the schedule. St.
Joseph's was defeated, 11 to 9, and Indiana Central won, 5 to 4.
Steiner, the midget moundsman, was the meanest menace with the mace through the first half-dozen tilts,
clouting the ball for a .458 average on 11 hits out of 24 times at bat. Carbon copied "Gick's" .400 ideas
and followed with a healthy .434 overage, on lO-for-23. Remaining leaders included Swager (he also played
the outfield), 6-for-19, .316; FHarding (he was out three games because of a pulled muscle suffered in a track
meet), 2-for-7, .285, and William hiamilton, first baseman, 7-for-25, .280.
Others who sow service were Methody Guleff and Rex Blacker, outfielders, and Jack Naylor, utility in-
fielder. Francis Parks was the student manager.
TENNIS
First Row—Mundt, Howenstine, Fattig.
Second Row—Lambert, FHiatt, coach; Mummo, osst. coach; Dietz.
Third Row—Wildman, Behr,- Bird, Rabold.
The tennis team tried. Starting with no lettermen, the racqueteers picked up
where they were left off last spring and lost the first three matches—their record as
this is written.
Arthur Mundt, junior, and Robert Dietz and Robert Wildman, sophomores, held
the first three singles berths, in order, regularly, while hHarold hHowenstine, John
Rabold, Robert Fattig, and Max Bird fought for the remaining two positions most of
the time. Dietz and Mundt played the No. 1 doubles duo, while Wildman played
half of the other combination, his partner being chosen from among h^owen$tine,
Fattig, Rabold, and Dave Behr.
Losses were to Indiana University, 1 to 6; Ball State, 2 to 5, and Ohio Wesleyan
2 to 5. Dietz won his singles assignments in the Crimson and Teachers matches, and
Wildman and Bird triumphed individually against the Ohio Bishops. A doubles
victory against Ball State was the fifth Butler point. Prof. Warren Isom sponsored the
team, coached by Jack FHiatt, Indianapolis tennis star, and Edward Mumma, graduate
student.
GOLF
First Row—Wildman, Boa, coach; Harris.
Second Row—Goldstein, Foxworthy, Phillips.
Butlers first competitive golf team in years went into the
hole— after its opponents in two of the three matches played
before the Drift went to press. The gamblers on the green
dropped two decisions to Earlham, but came in ahead
of Wabash.
Robert Phillips, Fred Harris, William Crawford, Richard
Foxworthy, and Albert Goldstein comprised the squad, with
Phillips shooting less most.
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Herein lies the heart of the
university, all spirit obtained
for any reason is supported
bythefraternities.Thefeeling
of brotherhood continues
wi th us long after our
schoolroom days are past.
"Click" Hq'jss in the
snow.
Herin aims.
The Phi's at bridge.
EHiott and G crowd.
Hart quills
The Roller Derby.
The endless caravan.
At the buggy race.
Row 1
JAMES MULLANE
HERBERT ARNOLD
ROBERT COX
CHARLES CRUSE
JAMES HANNA
VINCENT LANGSTON
ROBERT LAWSON
Row 2
ROBERT SPRINGER
CHARLES WHITE
FRANK CARBON
RODNEY HANKINS
WILBUR HULETT
THOMAS JENKINS
EDWARD ULJEBLAD
Row 3
HUGH SMELTZER
JAMES BOYD
JOHN CARR
THOMAS GALLOWAY
HARRY HADD
JAMES HARDIN
RICHARD HARDING
Row 4
JOEL HARROD
JACK LEWIS
RUSSELL LILLY
LEONARD KERCHEVAL
THOMAS RIDDICK
ROBERT SLAUGHTER
DONALD SOBBE
Row 5
THOMAS THOMPSON
EDWARD TURNER
IRVINE VOORHEES
LEE WOODS III
DAVE YARIAN
FREDERICK AUSMAN
HOWARD BARNETT
Row 6
OUENTIN COVERT
JOHN DODDS
RUPERT EVANS
JOHN KORBLY
TOM MARKIN
TOM PACE
JEAN WATTERS
DAVE WOODS
DELTA TAU DELTA
Considered the best singers of the fraternities on the campus,, the Delts give unique serenades with the
letters of D. T. D. burning in front of them while singing.
Moving to their new home, the Delts were busy in the beginning of the year, with the details of furniture
and painting. Then holding an Open House after a football game, they proudly displayed their chapter house.
With moving, the Delts managed to hold down quite a few activities. The Delt president, Jim Mullane, not
only ably conducted Delts meetings, but was a member of the Collegian Staff and of Sigma Delta Chi. Jim
hianna, a member of Blue Key, served as editor of the Collegian for the first semester, and Jim was a member
of Sigma Delta Chi. Hugh Smeltzer and Bob Lawson were members of Sphinx, and Bob took charge of the
football pep sessions. Bob was also an important member of the Debate team and a member of Tau Kappa
Alpha. Tom Riddick, Jim Hardin, and Russ Lilly were the wearer of multi-colored caps of Utes.
Edward Liljeblad served as president of Alpha Phi Omega, and was a great booster this year. Ed was
the husky voiced fellow with a great lung capacity who as the captain of the cheerleaders led the Butler
student body in yells for all football and basketball games. Russ Lilly was one of the cheerleaders, and Russ
will serve as co-captain next year.
Ouinton Covert aided the scholarship of the fraternity and was elected to Phi Eta Sigma. The Butler
chapter of Delts ranked first in scholastic standing among other Delt chapters in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana.
In the annual Relays Parade, the Delts won first prize for their float which represented the indoor track of
the Butler Fieldhouse. This climaxed a most successful year for the Delts.
Delta Tau Delta was founded at Bethany
College, Virginia in 1859. Being the first
distinctively Southern fraternity. Delta Tau
Delta now [has 74 active chapters; 23
inactive chapters; 24,000 members. Beta
Zeta was founded on the Butler Campus in
1875, and in the fall of 1938 the Delts changed
residence to a new chapter house.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The Sunset Avenue men forged ahead this year under the leadership of Morris hHendricks.
With only thirteen men on the varsity football team plus Captain Charles Broderick, the Lambda Chi house
looks like the "B" men's club. John Crawford, Jim Kubal, Clyde Norman, Walt Presecan, Mel Vandermeer,
George Costas, Stan Cravvford, Jim Garwood, Pete Lockhart, Bob Purkhiser, Charles Richardson, and John
kabold earned varsity awards on the gridiron. Vandermeer and Richardson also starred on the basketball
floor. The varsity track team included Rollo Burghord, Jim Garwood, Bernard Fox, and Albert Sporer, captain,
Dick Wilson and Jim Kubal again were on the receiving end on the baseball team.
The Lambda Chis won the intra-murol cross country meet \N'\th their ex-varsity team and placed second in
basketboll. Performing professionally, especially the beef-trust chorus, the athletes won the Blue Key hHole
stunts. ^
Robert McKinzie turned in a good job of junior relay managing under Coach Ray Sears. Dick hHelm and
Gale Gilmer served on the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet. Paul Shields was president of the Sponish Club. Reed
Shields received scholastic honors into Phi Eta Sigma.
Although the Phi Delts won the hlomecoming house decorations, the Lambda Chis received a gold trophy
from some unknown donor inscribed "Popular Award".
From the appearance of the undergraduate classes, the Lambda Chi Alpha house will remain the haven
for Butler University's athletes.
Lambda Ch\ Alpha was founded at Boston
University, growing out of the Cosmopolitan
Law Club, which was organized in 1905.
There are 84 active chapters; 2 inactive
chapters; 17,000 members. Alpha-Alpha
was established on the Butler Campus in 191 5.
Row 1
Morris Hendricks
Rollo Burghard
John Crawford
Richard Goldback
James Kubal
Clyde Norman
Paul Shields
Albert Sporer
Row 2
Richard Wilson
Richard Bible
Ray Bjorklund
Rex Blacker
LaVerne Burns
James Clack
Henry Davis
Jack Elder
Row 3
Wilbur Elliott
John GiFford
Eastwood Herin
Robert McKinzie
Walter Presecan
Melvin Vandermeer
George Witman
David Behr
Row 4
George Costas
Stanley Crawford
Bernard Fox
James Garwood
Gale Gilmer
Dick Helm
Horry Klippel
Cecil Lockhart
Row 5
Robert Purkhiser
Charles Richardson
John Rabold
Arnold Russo
Robert Wildman
Ray Alsbury
Max Armer
Wendell Bowman
Row 6
Charles Breece
Charles Carpenter
Earle Cummings
Wilbur Davis
Walter Dunlap
Deford Hite
William Kruse
Alfred Lochmandy
Row 7
Carl Nagle
Thomas Nickell
Charles Pickett
Robert Roberts
Robert Shaw
Reed Shields
Robert Tews
Henry Tummons
Robert Welsh
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Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4
William Geyer George Perry George Diener Arthur Mundt
Hilton Atherton William Pert Earl Gibson Russell Powell
Charles Bailey Byron Reed Arthur Gilliom Robert Prichard
John Byron Beasley Robert Reeves James Hawkins Gene Roderick
Robert Corey William Robinson James Hayes JohnShiel
George Cohee Bernard Rude Paul Herrmann Jerone Steiner
William Conner Eugene Ward George Knobel Robert Sutherland
William L. Hart Kenneth Wolling Robert Lauth Henry Abts
Robert Hoover AngeloAngelopolous Carr Marshall William Bowen
William Kreag Robert Conner Richard Martin Forrest Dukes
Row 5 Row 6 Row 7 Row 8
Harold Feichter William Stoup Ralph Dodds Robert Leachman
Stephen Hack William Swager Wilbur Downs Allen Owen
William Johnson Alfred Symmes James Deputy George Pike
William Lilly Phil Taylor Robert Fisher Richard Paul
Hirst Mendenhall Robert Bergel William Frazier Emory Schlake
Dave McQueen Thomas Bitler Richard Freuchtenicht Robert Swindler
Robert Miller Jay Boyer Ronald Golay Guy Tex
Robert Ostlund Charles Butz James Gilson
William Ostlund Ross Christena Robert Harcourt
John Reno Ralph Dailey Mark Holman
PHI D E L T T H E T A
The old grey mill turned out an overobundontquantityoF quality material on the Butler campus this yecr.
Boasting of officers in almost every organization on the campus, the Phis were distinctive this year.
Byron Reed, Robert Connor, and Robert Ostlund reigned over the senior, junior and sophomcre
classes this year. William hiart, as president of the Student Council, did a very commendable piece
of v\/orl<. Byron Beasley served as president of Blue Key along v^^ith Brothers William h^art, William
Connor, Hilton Atherton, Kenneth Wooliing, and Byron Reed as members. John Shiel is the presi-
dent of the Sphinx club which has as members George Diener, Robert Connor, Angelo Angelopolous,
and Jerome Steiner. Utes enrolled Phis Robert Ostlund, Bill Ostlund, Steve Hack, and Henry Abts
who is also a member of the Student Council along with Robert Reeves and John Shiel. Mark Hole-
man is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Angelopolous, mgr. editor of the Collegian, Diener editor of the
Drift, Geyer chief Pow Wow, Hart and Reed managers of the Butler Relays, and several of the boys
are presidents of the various specialized or departmental clubs.
Varsity football received the services of William Kreog, Abts, Bill and Bob Connor, Ralph Swager,
Harold Feichter, John Reno and Bob Connor who was elected captain of next year's varsity. On
the basketball team George Perry, Geyer, Steiner, George Knobel, Paul Hermann, and Earl Gibson.
"Gick" Steiner was elected captain of the next year's squad. Reno, Feichter and William Johnson
ran on the track squad and Steiner, Hermann, Gibson, Svvager, Bob Connor are members of the
baseball club.
"For no matter where they may wander, in a cold or sunny clime " these Phi Delt men will always
lead the flock.
Bill Geyer and "Doc" Hart lead the Phi Delts during the year.
Phi Delta Theta was founded at Miami Uni-
versity, Oxford, Ohio, December 26, 1848,
and it is a member of the Miami Triad. There
are 107 active chapters; 19 inactive chapters,-
43,000 members. Indiana Gamma was
founded on the Butler Campus in 1859,
and boasts the most beautiful fraternity house
on the campus.
SIGMA CHI
With two capable leaders at the helm oF the Sigma Chi chapter, James Comstock and Jay C.
Fix, fall and spring term, respectively, the Sigs had smooth sailing this past year.
Being handicapped by not having a chapter house this year, the Sigs were not hindered in members,
activities, or scholarship. The Sig membership has grown and consists of some of the big men on
campus." Max Wildman does more than his share in campus activities and worries the Student
Council with his many activity points. Max is president of Utes, editor of the Dog h^ouse, Thespis
treasurer and is a member of many other organizations. David Craycraft was elected to the office
of Junior Prom Chairman, and Dave is one of the up and coming horseman of the campus.
Jack Flynn was elected treasurer of the freshman class. Jay Fix presided at the meetings of
Thespis, the dramatic organization. Bob Kershaw served as the circulation manager of the Dog
FHouse and president of Alpha Phi Omega.
"Rosy" Southworth, a junior and one of the country's outstanding distance runners, ploys an
irifortant part on Butler's track teem. Dick Vcgler seems to be a promising member of the track
teem and placed in the Relays.
Besides having the Utes' president, the Sig members of the sophomore men's honorary were
Bob Kimmich, Charles McDowell, Louis and Dick Vogler.
Dave Craycraft and Fred FHarris were members of Sphinx, and Fred was chairman of the Relays
Dance.
Proving that they were not only interested in activities, the Sigs were first in scholastic standing
among the fraternities an honor of which any organization may be proud. So the Sigs have done
well by themselves this year.
Sigma Chi, also a member oF the Miami Triad,
was established June 28, 1855 at Miami.
There are 96 active chapters,- 20 inactive
chapters; 31,000 members. Rho chapter was
founded on the Butler Campus in 1865.
Though not owning a chapter house, the
Sigs are more than well represented on the
Foirview Campus.
Row 1 Row 2 Row 3
James Comstock
Homer Bassett
Jack Blackstone
Jay Fix
George Gwinn
Richord Riser
William Roudebush
Robert White
Portwood Abbett
James E. Bettis
David Croycroft
Fred FHarris
Robert Hesseldenz
Perry Leftwich
Joe Mooney
Lewis Snyder
Robert Stultz
Robert Croft
Jack Curtis
Richard Foxworthy
Charles FHepler
Row 4 Re
Robert Kershaw
Robert Kimmick
Boynton Moore
Charles McDowell
Richard Roudebush
Jock Schernakou
Max Wildmon
William Buckler
Jack Flynn
Gilmore Johnson
Charles Lizius
William Orr
James Neol
George Sheffer
Edward C. Yount, Jr.
Row 1
Chester Joggers
Max Clifford
John Crawford
Arthur Gosmon
Laurel Poland
James Yoeger
James Albertson
Maurice Barry
Row 2
Perry Blonchard
Richard Crawford
hierbert Gordon
Lowell Green
hHarold Howenstine
Stewart Krauss
Victor Lanohan
Charles Marshall
Row 5
Robert Adams
David Barnhizer
Thomas Coleman
Robert Corre
William Doyle
John Hollowoy
Joe Kassler
Paul McClellan
Row 3
Philip Reisler
William Steinmetz
Charles Bruno
William Crawford
Allen Dreyer
Armsted Elkin
Fredric Gronou
William Hamilton
Row 4
Joe Keller
Lewis Knudson
C. W. Lambert
Robert Phillips
Theodore Shadinger
Kenneth Shearer
Douglas Shoaff
Wilbur Whittinghiil
Row 6
William McClure
Herbert Reynolds
Chester Robinson
Robert Shernekau
Wilbur Schumoker
Robert St. Pierre
George Welden
SIGMA N U
The Pride of Kentucky, Chester Jaggers, presided as commander of the Sigma Nu fraternity and
led the members through a year of many successful events.
Sigma Nu was represented in Blue Key by Chester Jaggers, who also played on the
varsity basketball team, hiarold hHowenstine, Victor Lanahan, and William Steinmetz were in
Sphinx. Three Sigma Nu sophomores were members of the Utes Club, they were Ted Shadinger,
Allan Dreyer, and William Crawford.
During the year the Sigma Nus were successful in class elections by placing officers in three
classes. Laurel Poland was the senior class treasurer; hiarold hHowenstine was elected to the office
of treasurer of the junior class,- and Robert Schernekau presided at all freshman class meetings.
Along the intellectual lines Chester Robinson and George Spiegel were elected to Phi Eta
Sigma. John A. Crawford and Maurice Barry were members of Sigma Tau Delta.
The members of the five-armed star fraternity enjoyed unusual success in inter-fraternity com-
petition having won football, basketball, and table tennis in Intramural. Another trophy was won
for the ticket sales of the Butler Relays. The Sigma Nus were co-winners in the Sphinx Club hlome-
coming bonfire.
Sigma Nu originated From the Legion oF
Honor, a secret society organized in 1868
at Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Vir-
ginia. TFiere are 98 active chapters; 12
Inactive chapters; 33,000 members. Epsilon
Mu was Founded on the Butler Campus in
1926.
V ii' li E
Alpha Chi Omega was founded at DePauw
University, in 1885, with the assistance of
Dr. Campbell, a Beta Theta Pi. There are
58 active chapters,- 1 inactive chapter; 14,000
members. Alpha Chi was established on the
Butler Campus in 1925. The Alpha Chis
own that very modern house on the fraternity
row.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Under the efficient leadershiip of Rosemary Newman tfie Alpha Chis were represented in many
of the honorary organizations on the campus and made distinction in the clubs.
Rosemary Newman, not only presided at fraternity meetings of Alpha Chi, but was president
of the Sorority Presidents' Council at which all sororities are represented.
In the freshman women's honorary organization, Phi Chi Nu, Betty Starr was a member. Then in
Spurs, the well known sophomore women's organization. Sue Janet Guthridge was a member. Sue
Janet, also played an important part on the Advertising Staff of the Doghouse.
hiaving several members interested in athletics, the Alpha Chis not only hod members in W. A.
A., but Mary Elizabeth hiays served the club as vice-president. Mary Elizabeth served as treasurer
of Women's League, and she was also a member of Bluegills.
In the hlome Economics honorary. Pi Epsilon Phi, there were three members of Alpha Chi Omega,
with Margaret Conner as secretary of the club.
On the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet Alpha Chi had two girls,- Rosemary Newman and Helen Rose
Center.
Emily Wilson and Betty Gettins had important positions on the Doghouse Staff.
Row 1
Rosemary Newman
Ann Chapman
Margaret Sue Conner
Ruth Hitzeiberger
Jean Hoffmeyer Miller
Annabelle Irelan
Betty Lou Wright
Row 2
Helen Rose Center
Janet Marie Ernst
Mary Elizabeth hiays
Emily Wilson
Louise Frances Bicknell
Orilda Dorothv Brillhart
Carol Louise Crose
Row 3
Elizabeth Jane Gettins
Betty Graham
Sue Janet Guthridge
Virginia Johnson
Margaret Kayser
Janet Nito Kimbel
Danna Jean Lansley
Row 4
Lois Loder
Lois Marie Morton
Florence Charlotte Schuiz
Betty Jeanette Burckes
Jane hHowe
Joan FHixon
Marjorie Jane Johnson
Row 5
Dorothy Jones
Mary Edith Lawson
Mary Jane McGuire
Florence Reckitt McNeeley
Bettie Lou Sanders
Mary Frances Schumaker
Betty Marie Starr
Doris Costellow Talbot
Row 1
lone Voss
Mildred Lucille Poland
Marie Shubert
Betty Louise Alvis
Mary Jane Mount
Row 2
Joynet Pickerel
Ruth Reed
Melba Bray
Evelyn Fosgate
Thelma Balay
Row 3
Merle Dabelliehn
Mary Jane Eble
Ruth Shewalter
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at Barnard
College, oF Columbia University in 1897.
There are 43 active chapters; 3 inactive
chapters; 8,300 members. Beta Theta was
organized on the Butler Campus in 1927,
and is the youngest Greek letter organization
on this campus.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
The girls at the Alpha Omicron Pi house have proved that scholarship
and activities can be combined. Marie Schubert has achieved the dis-
tinction oF belonging to Phi Kappa Phi, and has served as the treasurer of
Pi Epsilon Phi. Janet Pickerel belongs to Chimes, junior honorary for women,
and is also a member of Pi Epsilon Phi and Kappa Beta. Mildred Poland
belongs to Kappa Beta and to Pi Epsilon Phi as well as Janet.
Evelyn Fosgate has been an active participant in Spurs, sophomore honor-
ary, while Betty Alvis, more athletically minded, is a member of W. A. A.
3na Voss has guided the chapter this year.
Delta Delta Delta was founded at Boston
University on Thanksgiving Eve in 1888.
There are 87 active chapters; 6 inactive
chapters; 21,000 members. Delta Lambda
was established on the Butler Campus in
1914. The Tri Delts are proud of their
large home on the fraternity row.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Starting out the year by getting offices in three out of the four class elections, the Tri-Delts hove
continued to be well represented in campus activities. In the fall a clever candy box skit, featuring
Dorothy McCleaster and a blond pledge chorus, won the Geneva Stunts for them. Besides being
active socially, they were second in scholastic standing among the sororities for the first semester.
h^eadlng the Panhellenic Council for the year, Chloris Bell has ably settled Panhellenic problems
which have arisen. Chloris, Mary Anna Butz, and Martha Finney were members of Scarlet Quill,
while Mary hlull and Nancy Baker participated in Chimes. The presidencies of Koppo Delta Pi
and Phi Chi Nu were held by Winona Watson and Betty Collins, respectively. Betty was also secre-
tary of the sophomore class.
In an all school mole vote, Rosemary Renihon and Mary Anna Butz, last year's prom queen, were
chosen as Butler beauties. Lucile Croigle, who will be next year's president, was chosen as secre-
tary of the junior class. Five sophomores took part in Spurs activities this year, while three freshmen
were elected to Phi Chi Nu. Roberta Conreaux was representative on the Student Council.
At the head of the Tri-Delts, Mary Anno Butz has led the chapter through a successful year.
Row 1
Mary Anna Butz
Chloris Bell
Roberta Conreoux
Morjorie Da I man
Catherine Davis
Ruth Duckwall
Martha Finney
Carol Longfitt
Row 2
Marthanna McWhir
Bonnie Bess Myers
Fanchon Parsons
Winona Watson
Nancy Baker
Bettie Breech
Beth Brooks
Lucille Craigle
Row 3
Mary Janet Fehr
Eloise Foreman
Liio Jane FHarms
Mary Hull
Dorothy Jones
Ann Logon
Betty Jane Mock
Eileen S^A'eeney
Row 4
Mary Bell
Lorraine Buckman
Betty Collins
Joanna Clark
Frances Craft
Betty Jane Foster
Esther Gray
Dortha Jean James
Row 5
Frieda Marvel
Dorothy Moore
Rose Myers
Phyllis Ann Phillips
Mary Frances Thorp
Carol Sherman
Eileen White
M,ary Barr
Row 6
Mary Beard
Mary Lou Brown
Virginia Buchanai
Dorothy Daniel
Lucille Dyer
Moxine Fields
Martha Foote
Lois Foreman
Row 7
Juanita Greene
Mary Lou Guffy
Naomi FHorrington
FHorriet Kreuger
Carol Jean Martin
Dorothy McCleaster
Rosemary Renihan
Mary Jane Werner
Row 1
Rosemary Bradley
Catherine Clay
Dorothy Durham
Patricio Jone Ferguson
Elizabeth Elaine Helms
Pequetti hielton
Lois Stevens
Row 2
Ann Stork
Dorothy Anne Davenport
Marguerite Ellis
Betty Jane Noonon
Genevieve Schaefer
Sue Aldrich
Frances Lucile Clanin
Row 3
Mary Cloy
Dorothy Defenderfer
Margaret Lorenz
Florence MocBride
Margery Anne Myers
Billee Nickell
Jane Louise Riggs
Row 4
Betty Jane Acre
Marian Edith Blasengym
Helen Louise Chenoweth
Barbara Cox
Helen Dougherty
Mary Elizabeth Falconer
Frances Elizabeth Honey
Row 5
Josephine Kingston
Jeanne Clare Seward
Helen Frances Slupesky
Betty Walsh
Morjorie Walsh
Rosemary Walsh
Delta Gamma was founded at the Lewis
School at Oxford, Mississippi, in 1874. There
are 48 active chapters; 13 inactive chapters,-
15,000 members. Alpha Tau was organized
on the Butler Campus in 1925. The Delta
Gammas have the newest chapter house on
the campus.
DELTA GAMMA
Wearers of the anchor had smooth saihng this year, dividing their time
between scholarship and activities. The chapter had representatives in ail
the class honorories. Mary Clay and Florence McBride were elected to
Spurs, Betty Noonan and Marguerite Ellis to Chimes, and Catherine Cloy to
Scarlet Quill. The names of Mary Clay and Jane Riggs appeared on the
fall semester honor roll.
D. G's were especially active in Thespis, taking part in productions pre-
sented this year. Pequetti hHelton served as secretary of Thespis for the
year.
Delta Gammas were active on various committees in Women's League,
Y. W. C. A., and the Prexy club. Delta Gamma placed members in Sigma
Tau Delta and on both staffs of MSS.
In addition. Delta Gamma was represented in Philokurean, Commerce,
French, Spanish, Zoology, Debate, Sociology, and Chemistry Clubs and
on the Drift and Doghouse staffs.
Rosemary Bradley served as Delta Gamma president the past year.
Kappa Alpha Theta was founded at DePauw
University in 1870. There are 63 active
chapters,- 10 inactive chapters; 25,000 mem-
bers. Gamma was organized on the Butler
Campus in 1874, and vjas the first Greek
letter sorority on this campus. The Thetas
do not live on fraternity row, but reside
across the street from the Delts.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
With the winning of their Homecoming decorations of the Butler "barber choir", the Thetas
continued with a very successful year. In the class elections, Mary Marrott was elected to a fresh-
man office.
The Thetas were well represented in all campus activities. Mildred Scales, president of Theta,
was a member of Scarlet Quill, as were Mary Sailors, Ann Burger, Cathryn Smith, and Elizabeth
Henderson. Cathryn Smith also held the office of president in Theta Sigma Phi. Elizabeth Hender-
son served as president of Y. W. C. A. Marion Bowman and Jeanette Barnett were members of
the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. Jeanette Barnett was one of the ten members in Chimes. In the sophomore
women's honorary. Spurs, Jeanette Thomas, Barbara Keiser, Barbara Phelps, and Jane Owen were
members. Barbara Phelps and Jane Owen served as secretary and vice-president, respectively.
For the third consecutive year the Thetas claim the Relay Oueen. Shirley Sarsfield reigned as
a lovely queen at the annual Relays Dance, and she graciously presented trophies to the winners
at the Relays.
Besides their numerous activities the Thetas topped all sororities on campus in the scholastic
standing for the past semester. With this final honor, the Thetas close a full and active year.
Row 1
Mildred Scales
Louise Brandt
Ann Burger
Ruth Dickerson
Jean Lou Foley
Elizabeth hienderson
Helen Holman
Mary Lou Over
Jean Rau
Row 5
Joan Mae Pfarrer
Barbara Phelps
Clare Quinn
Janice Renick
Shirley Sarsfield
Jeanette A. Thomas
Ruth Elizabeth Armstrong
Peggy Bosart
Lucile Bosler
Row 2
Mary Hannah Sailors
Betty Schissel
Cathryn Smith
Betty Wangelin
Jeanette Barnett
Virginia Blackley
Marion Bowman
Norma Conder
Barbara Jean Day
Row 6
Row 3
Betty Harger
Sally Heilman
Mary Lee Rinker
Dorothy Sawyer
Joan Marie Schroder
Helen Zirkle
Martha Ann Bartlett
Helen Ruth Berry
Betty Jane Boettcher
Row
Row 4
Jane Ford
Ruth Hair
Mary Evelyn Harrison
Mary Jane Hodge
Janet Ann Ingham
Barbara Kaiser
Margaret McDowell
Lois Jeanne Nicolai
Jane Owen
Jean Stuart Bowman
Marian Dreiss
Dorothy Ann Evans
Gerry Houghtelling
Carol Ann Hyman
Madeline Judd
Mary Kershner
Mary Marott
Lois Mathieson
Marilyn Margaret Morgan
Virginia Josephine O'Reilly
Jean Smelser
Bette Smith
Mary Stewart Socwell
Row 1
Carolyn Varin
Margaret Amos
Elizabeth Ann Bashore
Jane Blake
Marjorie Craft
Joanne Jose
Pauline Judd
Grace McDowell
Harriett Randall
Row 4
Harriet Caylor
Alice Lee Cloud
Cornelia Conner
Mary Haynes
Bette Lower/
Betty Rose Martin
Lucille Moyhill
Kathleen Morris
Jane Day Pierce
Row 2
Carolyn Roth
Betty Ann Schroeder
Dorothy Srader
Jean Banister
Dorothy Bell
Patsy Boggs
Virginia Caldwell
Mary Adelaide Denton
Harriet Gerdts
Row 5
Martha Terhune
Elizabeth Weakley
Freddie Adier
Barbara Badger
Ruth Campbell
Gene Clairmont
Mary Dunwoody
Virginia Goodrich
Mary Ann Lookabill
Row 3
Sally Hunt
Elizabeth Kuss
Kothryn Mayer
Martha McConnell
Jane Renard
Marjorie Rork
Betty Sanders
Mary Ellen Wheeler
Ramona Winfield
Row 6
Janet Mahorney
Emily Lou Possom
Jane Reynolds
Shirley St. Pierre
Mary Catherine Stair
Patricia Stayton
Anne Tillett
Mary Alyce Van Reed
Virginia Wood
Mary Helen Yates
•? i'f^
Kappa Kappa Gamma was established at
Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois, in
1870. There ore 73 active chapters,- 9
inactive chapters,- 24,000 members. Mu was
Founded on the Butler Campus in 1878.
The Kappas are promoting the National Pan-
hellenic Council on all campuses.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Class officers were filled by two Kappas this year. Dorothy Srader was elected to secretary of
the senior class, and Harriet Gerdts won the office of vice-president for the junior class. With
such a "winning" start the Kappas were busy in all the activities on campus.
Backing the annual Christmas Cheer Drive to the ultimate, the Kappas won the cup for their
contributions of food and clothing.
Carolyn Varin, the president of Kappa Kappa Gamma, was an officer of Scarlet Quill. Carolyn
has had membership in numerous activities on the campus during her four years at Butler.
Mary Adelaide Denton and Ramona Winfield were members of Chimes and served on the Drift
in the capacity of Associate Business Manager, and Associate Editor, respectively.
Kappa was proud of her six members in Spurs, and Betty Rose Martin was president, while Lucille
Mayhill served as secretary. Betty Rose was a member of Student Council as well as Betty Ann
Schroeder and Kathleen Morris. Lucille Mayhill was a capable advertising manager of the Dog-
house.
hlonors again go to Harriett Randall for her fine display in golf. Harriett was City Golf Champion
and runner-up for the State Championship.
Kathleen Morris reigned as a very lovely Sophomore Sweetheart at the annual Sophomore
Dance. Another winning for the Kappas was their float of "Ferdinand" in the annual Relays parade.
This finished quite a successful and "winning" year for the Kappas.
r™
Pi Beta Phi was Founded at Monmouth Col-
lege, Monmouth, Illinois in 1867. There
are 79 active chapters,- 21 inactive chapters,-
26,000 members. Indiana Gamma v/as estab-
lished on the Butler Campus in 1897. Owning
a southern mansion, the Pi Phis are the most
southernly located house on fraternity row.
PI BETA PHI
Winning the queen of Freshman Rose seems to be a tradition oF the Pi Phis, for Potty Hill, this
year's Rose queen mode the third consecutive Pi Phi winner of this honor.
In other class elections Ethel Bailey won the office of vice-president for the sophomore class,
and Magnolia DehHort was elected to the same office for the freshman class. Magnolia, also, leads
the Butler Band as the feminine drum major. Also Magnolia belongs to Phi Chi Nu.
Spurs claims Dina Barkan, Montrew Goetz, Betty Boll, and Ethel Bailey as its Pi Phi members.
Four important honorary organizations selected their presidents from Pi Phi. Betsey Murborger is
president of Bluegills, the v/omen's swimming organization, Margaret Porrish is the president of
Chimes, and Jeane Wintz serves Scarlet Quill in the same capacity. Jerry Johnson is also a member
of the senior women's honorary, Julianno Mcintosh is president of W. A. A., and Pi Phi boasts of
many members in this organization,
Virginia Carson is a member of Phi Kappa Phi, Doris Brown serves on the Student Council and
on the Women s Council,
Concluding, it may be noted that Jeanne Rettig, the president of Pi Beta Phi, has ably led the
Pi Phis to a very successful year with a queen, numerous activities, several presidents in campus honor-
ories, and members in high scholastic organizations.
Row 1
Jeanne Rettig
Helen Barton
Virginia Ruth Carson
Carol Fenner
Geraldine Johnson
Juliana Mcintosh
Jeanne Wintz
Row 5
Mary Ann Carter
Jeanne Forrest
Montrew Goetz
Doris Eileen Griffeth
Ann Harder
Mary Alice Helt
Mary Catherine Johnson
Row 2
Mary Ellen Aughinbaugh
Jane Louise Blankschein
Doris Brown
Dorothy Gimbel
Betty Jane Grauel
Viola Ruth Hall
Rosemary Highsmith
Row 6
Jo Ann Keller
Jane Robinson
Caroline Sherfey
Frances R. Swails
Mertis Wilkerson
Barbara Belknap
Phyllis Madge Daseke
Row 3
Mary Louise Kanne
Carolyn Ruth Kendall
Jo Rita Kernel
Mary Ann Kibler
Betsy Anne Murbarger
Helen May McMahan
Margaret Emma Parrish
Row 7
Magnolia DeHart
Helen Louise Evans
Louise Fenner
Dorothy Ann Fisher
Patty Hill
Dorothy Jansen
Eleanor Ann Johnson
Row 4
Dorothy Ann Springer
Madonna Warner
Helen Jean Wilcutts
Ethel Bailey
Betty Jane Ball
Dina Frances Barkan
Lani Corr
Row 8
Phyllis Joan Pennington
Harriett Shelhorn
Joan Silberman
Dorothy Jane Street
Margaret Eleanor Terry
Leona Marie Teter
Mary Catherine Wiley
Row 1
EInora Hartman
Frances Clair Luichinger
Dorothea Willadean Craft
Mildred Esther Haag
Faye Irene Mendenhall
Row 2
Margery Alice Scarborough
Anna Van Dorn
Frances Rosemary Leslie
Mary Frances Paul
Frances Clair Durnell
Row 3
Maribelle Foster
Rose Ellen Gray
Ruth Ann Lett
Paula Janice McClurg
Pearl Elaine Richardson
Mary Jane Warren
Zeta Tau Alpha was established at the
Virginia State Normal School, Farmville,
Virginia, in 1898. There are 61 active
chapters; 11 inactive chapters,- 10,000 mem-
bers. Alpha Delta was founded on the
Butler Campus in 1927. The Zeta Taus
live on fraternity row, but they reside farther
from the campus.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Under the capable leadership of Faye Mendenhall, the ZTA girls have
enjoyed their campus activities this year. EInora h^artman has been active
on the Collegian staff, has taken part in Thespis, v/as elected to Theta Sigma
Phi, national journalistic society for vs^omen, and also to Kappa Tau Alpha,
speech honorary. Besides these activities EInora is Secretary-Treasurer
of Panhellenic Council this year.
Mildred hiaag is a member of the Latin Club and of the Newman Club,
while Mary Ernest is a member of W. A. A. All of the ZTA's belong to
Women's League and to Y. W. C. A.
BUTLER INDEPENDENT
ASSOCIATION
B . I . A .
The Butler Independent Association was guided through the first semester by Paul Billhymer and
at the present time there has been no new president elected. Members of B. I. A. are very actively
engaged in campus activities excelling highly in the choir. Walter Noffke is a member of Blue Key,
Lowell Gano is very active in Student Council. Marie Kuntz is greatly honored by being a member
of Phi Kappa Phi, national senior scholastic honorary. Richard Krauss is intra-muro! manager for the
year while Burdette Charles holds an office in Y. M. C. A.
The social program includes weekly spreads in the B. I. A. room and a proposed outing in Brown
County. The mid-semester dance was a gala affair with Tom Kiblers' orchestra.
The Association is well represented in most of the honorories on the campus and very active in
other organizations.
Row 1 Row 2
Paul Billhymer
Ernestine Cline
Robert Eisenbarth
Lowell Gano
Mildred Hume
Bernice Jones
Claudine Kimes
Marie Kuntz
Thelma Martin
Frederick McCoy
Alma G. McNeeley
Fred Carl Mindock
Walter Noffke
Ralph Rogers
Eldon Wright
Esco Bartlow
Isabel Boyer
James Chisler
Virginia Cottom
Irene Mary Cowdrill
Marie Drees
John Drollinger
Thomas Martin Farreil
Wanda Jean Goodwin
Albert W. Habermeyer
Ruthmarie FHamill
Richard C. Krause
Albert McClure
Ray Miller
Janet Morgan
Row 4 Row 5 Row 6
Elfriede Nordsieck
Jeanne Settles
Donald R. Boles
Mildred llene Bragg
Burdette Charles
Lorene Conrad
Florence Daniels
Grace Ellen Darner
Robert FHughes Davis
Alice Elkin
Galen Farmer
Helen Florence Ferris
Blanche Fleetwood
Virginia Rose Fox
Peggy Louise Harbaugh
Mary Elizabeth Harrell
Sara Hemmerlein
Raymond Earl Hogan
Jean Lentz
Virginia Menekheim
Dorothy C. Overstreet
Carolyn Posthumus
Margaret Smith
Tula Smyrnis
Maurie Smythe
Wilma Jean Todd
Cecile J. Wagner
Bernice Irene Wire
Janet Bell Abshire
Mary Jane Cronin
Row 7
Jane Louise Goodlet
Frances Maxine Ingold
Virginia Johnson
Dolly Mitchell
William Bradley Reid
Martha Jocelyn Robbins
Helen Ruegamer
V. B. Stout
Row 1
George HoFfman
Thomas Connolly
John Crawford
Joseph Guedelhofer
Mildred Haag
Louise O'Hara
Irene Cowdrill
William Franklin
Richard Kelleher
Row 2
John Kenney
Jo Rita Kernel
Mary Ann Kibler
Elizabeth Leikhim
Mary Rentz
John Shiel
Eileen Sweeney
Peggy Sweeney
Sylvia Bolint
Row 3
Charles Buckhorn
Stanley Crawford
Bernard Fox
Mary Freeman
Loretto Peterson
Arnold Russo
William Sheridan
Lucille Bosler
William Carlos
Row 4
Walter Dean
Marian Dreiss
Camilla Keogh
Thomas Kibler
Mary Jane McGuire
Virginia O'Reilly
Marjorie Walsh
Rosemary Walsh
Bernedette Sweeney
NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Club, a national organization for Catholic students, has increased in membership
and interest. The Newman Club has had representatives in the following organizations this past
year: Drift, Collegian, Blue Key, Sphinx, Utes, Chimes, Spurs, Football, Basketball, and Baseball.
Under the guidance of the presiding officer, George FHoffman, many business and social affairs
were held. Several parties, an annual hayride, and o dance for the members were sponsored and
enjoyed. In the spring a steak roast was held as the closing social function for the year.
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accommodations . . .
Large, perfectly ap-
pointed rooms ....
Club rooms
LouTiges . . . Tap room,
Coffee shop, and
Dining room . . . plus
quiet environment for
complete relaxation.
OUR DINING ROOM offers a complete
cuisine of marvelous foods—Dinners at $1.00,
$1.25, and $1.50.
OUR COFFEE SHOP offers best quality
food at popular prices.
RESIDENT
GUESTS
Enjoy the complete
comforts of an exten-
sively furnished home
free from all routine
cares. Security, rest-
ful environment, and
the opportunity for
social activity are all
offered.
AT ANY TIME We welcome inspection
of our kitchen -Where cleanliness is
the prevailing rule.
'GWl|)^a}u9^
MERIDIAN AT FALL CREEK BLVD. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
The better
Indianapolis Dairies
are members of
THE
MILK FOUNDATION
OF
INDIANAPOLIS
THE HITCHING POST
WHERE ALL BUTLER STUDENTS
COME FOR GOOD FOOD
BREAKFASTS — LUNCHES - DINNERS
42nd and Blvd. Place
In Indianapolis .... For Comfort and
Convenience Experienced Travelers Choose
HOTEL
LINCOLN
400 Rooms 400 Baths
Rates from $2.50
P. E. RUPPRECHT, MGR.
DRINK
IN BOTTLES
Poster and Advertising Display
POSTER DISPLAY CO.
1440 East 19th St.
Ch. 7910
PLUMBING FIXTURES AND
HEATING EQUIPMENT
SHOULD BE THE BEST YOU
CAN BUY.
Visit Our Show Rooms
CENTRAL SUPPLY CO.
210 S. Capitol Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
ALSO ARCHITECTS BLDG.




